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Cultural center to celebrate grand opening
by Ruth Endraatmadja
SCSU's new cultural center will
celebrate its grand opening Oct. 23
in the center's office in Atwood

Memorial Center.
The event will take place from 3
to 5 p.m. It is sponsored by
University Organizations and the
Student Cultural Center Council.

Refreshments will be provided.
Students and the St. Cloud
community are welcome to attend
free of charge. SCSU President
Bruce Grube is scheduled to deliver
an opening speech and unveil the
new name for the center.
The event will include
perfonnances by participating
international and minority student

organizations. According to Marvin
Lyman, president of the Student
Cultural Center Council, some
cultural organizations will perfonn
their own celebration in honor of
the grand opening. The cultural
center as a whole will celebrate the
event by presenting cultural objects
from various countries in one
display area.

"Each group will have
something special from its own
culture to put in the display,"
Lyman said.
Tus celebration is being held
partly to honor of the unity between
all international and minority
student groups. International
Students Association president
Sarju
Shrestha
said
the

establishment of the center is an
attempt to unify the cultural
organizations as a whole.
According to Rhoda Schrader,
University Organizations director,
the cultural center is the outcome of
the Chicano/Chicana group's 1995
hunger strike on campus.

Go TO CENTER,
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SCSU,City
Council
denounce
parties
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWSED/TOR

SCSU President Bruce Grube joined
forces with representatives from Student
Gov~mment, the SCSU Inter-Faculty
Association and members of the St. Cloud
City Council to denounce house parties and
underage . drinking at a pl"ess conference
Friday morning.
The assembled representatives expressed
their support for measures aimed at
penalizing party houses.
"We' ve got a bit of a cancer in the
neighborhood around campus," Grube said.
"We need to do something about it."
Grube explained how public nuisance
statutes could be used in the future to force
removal of residents from houses and
increase fines and sanctions against
landlords. He reiterated his pledge to end the
university's image problem.
"We're going to get at where we think the
heart of that problem is," Grube said
William Littlejohn, SCSU Student
Government president, said he believes many
students mistakenly think the university is
overreaching its legal bounds.
"There are no new policies," Littlejohn
said. "All the policies are in the [Student]
Code of Conduct. The university has an
obligation to clean up misconceptions with
the city and the media."
"18- and 19-year-olds who get minors are
not the problem," Littlejohn said "Freshmen
who come here have just left an environment
where they have a curfew. Now they don't
have a curfew- it's a huge increase in
freedom."

Go TO CONFERENCE, PAGE 7 •

Julia PetersonlPHuro EDITOR

Full House Dance Company members Andrea Hathaway (left) and Azania Tripp perform with the Calliope Women's
Chorus Saturday night in the PAC Recital Hall. The show, tltled "Songs of Survival, Healing and Hope," was sponsored by
the Central Minnesota Task Force on Battered Women, the Central Minnesota Sexual Assault Center
and the SCSU Women's Center.

Senate releases tentative statement
by Jodi L. Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Preparing for a mass media event is no
easy task, especially when one is bound to be
the target of many of the questions.
Student Government discovered this in
trying to prepare a statement to present to the
media at the university's doorstep Friday
morning.

The meeting lasted five hours, beginning
with a plea from SCSU President Bruce
Grube to come up with a statement,

supporting the university's
position on the recent
house party busts, to give
to the four Twin Cities
television stations and
local media.
Grube
said
the
Residence
Hall
Association
and
the
Admissions
Ambassadors had already come up with
statements in support of the Student Code of
Conduct.
With that kind of pressure, the student

senate dealt with the remainder of the
Thursday meeting before tackling the big
issue - what is Student Government's
position regarding off-campus behavior,
especially drinking?
After several hours of heated debate, the
student senate was able to create a temporary
statement, as well as an ad hoc committee to
research a more pennanent position statement
to be issued in two weeks.

Go TO GOVERNMENT, PAGE 7 •
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WHAT'S
,HAPPENING
MONDAY
Homecoming Week
begins
All-Campus Talent
Show
7:30 p,m, Rrrsche
Auditorium

The Blindfold
8 p,m, Pertorming Arts
Center, Box office open
Monday-Friday 10 a,m, to 2
p,m, and 7 p,m, to curtain on
night of pertormance, Also
showing Tuesday through
Saturday at 8 p,m, Call 2553229 for more information,

TUESDAY
An Evening with
Tom Deluca
Hypnotist Show
8 p,m, Ritsche Auditorium,
Call UPB 255-2151 for more
information, Tickets available
at UPB office at AMC,

Career Day
3 - 4 p,m. at the Little
Theatre AMC, Talk with over
80 employers,

WEDNESDAY
The Abortion Debate
8 p,m, Ritsche Auditorium,
Mary A, Hallan vs, Lynn
Paltrow

Dangerous Promises
12 - 1 p,m,"Women on ,
Wednesday" South
Voyageurs, AMC,

THURSDAY
Homecoming royalty
reception
7 p.m, Ritsche Auditorium
Lobby

Coronation
8 p,m, Ritsche Auditorium

Post-Coronation dance
10 p,m, - 1 a,m, Quarry
Nrreclub

"This Ain't Video,"
"Guimba the Tyrant"
Beginning at 7 p,m, AMC
Little Theatre
Mail information for the "What's

Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Tuesday,
October 22, 1996

CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY
For more information, contact Student
Government ac 255-3751 or go to its office in
AMC 116,

Student Government
senator elections to
·take place Oct. 29, 30
Elections for opCn Student Govemlncnt

positions will take place Oct 29-30. There are)O
open seats, representing the following colleges:
Business, Education, Fine Arts and Humanities,
Science and Technology and Social Science.
Polling stations will be located in Garvey
Commons, Atwood Memorial Center, Leaming
Resources Services and Halenbeck Hall.

Friday's edition of University Chronicle will
feature all candidates, including a brief essay
from each candidate.

A week-long debate among
Minnesota candidates for the U.S.
Senate starts tomorrow on the
Internet.
The debate is sponsored by a
non-partisan
group
called
Minnesota E-Democracy. It will
include Libertarian and Grassroots
Party candidates, as well as
Democratic, Republican and
Reform Party contenders. The

University Public
Safety begins
enforcing new bicycle
policy

Gingrich speech in
support of U.S. House
candidate McKigney
cancelled
The event featuring U.S. House Speaker
Newt Gingrich, which was scheduled for
Wednesday afternoon at the Holiday Inn, has
been cancelled. Gingrich was to offer supP9rt to
Republican U.S. Representative 7th District
candidate Darrell McKigney.

STATE
Candidates for
U.S. Senate use
Internet this
week for debate

Internet site
E-Democracy
democracy.org.

At press time, the event has not been rescheduled.

According to University Public Safety
incident reports, UPS clamped two bicycles near
Stewart Hall Thursday evening.
UPS recently created a new policy stating
bicycles not placed on bicycle racks will be
clamped, and a $10 fine issued to the owner.

& NATION

for Minnesota
is:
www.e-

life-jacket law
credited with
lower boating
fatality rate
Boating deaths in Minnesota are
down to an all-time low, and state
officials are crediting a new lifejacket law. So far this year, the state
has had 11 boating fatalities, the
lowest number on record to date.
At this time last year, 20 people had
died in boating mishaps.

Anti-land-mine
protest planned
for Thursday in
Hopkins
Supporters of a ban on land
minds plan to step up their pressure
Alliant Techsystems this
Thursday.
Anti-land-mine
advocates plan to block all doors at
the Hopkins-based Alliant. one of
the
biggesl
American
manufacturers of antipersonnel
land minds. The protest is part of
an international effort to end
production,
stockpiling
and
transfers of all antipersonnel mines.
The U.S. State Department

estimates that more than 80 million
mines are scattered throughout the
world in more than 60 countries.

Delta jet landing
gear collapses
during landing

on

The landing gear of a Delta
MD-80 aircraft collapsed Saturday

afternoon after striking a light post
while landing at LaGuardia Airport
in New York.
All 63 people aboard the aircraft
were evacuated safely.

In history...
On this day 8 years
ago ....
An emergency
ordinance prohibiting
kegs on the Southside
was approved by the
City Council after the
",Homecoming Riots," A
local store owner
believed more than 500
kegs were sold over
Homecoming weekend.
The maximum sentence
was 90 days in jail and
a $700 fine,

Corrections
University Chronicle will
correct all errors occurring in
its news pages. If you see
an item requiring correction
or clarification, call 2554086, or mail it to 13 Stewart
Hall,
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Vigil remembers victims of drunk driving
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness week kicked off Sunday
evening with a candlelight vigil on
the mall between Stewart Hall and

Atwood Memorial Center.
The Alcohol Drug Awareness
and Prevention Team (ADAPT)
and national sorority Delta Phi
Epsilon work together each year to

produce this memorial to victims of
drunk driving. Delta Phi Epsilon
became involved with the vigil a
few years ago after a member of
their sorority was affected by drunk
driving.
"It's a really good cause and it
helps start Alcohol Awareness week
in a great way," said Delta Phi
Epsilon
coordinator
Denise
Koppes. " It makes the students
aware of the fact that drunk driving

does affect us, even here at SCSU.
And it makes the point that students
shouldn't drink and drive."

Several speakers told their
personal stories at the vigir Beverly
Skej spoke of her daughter who
was killed in 1990 by a drunk
driver. The driver of the car she was
riding in drove into a train as it was
passing, she was thrown from the
car and died instantly.
"Drunk driving is not an
accident. It is a choice to drink and
it is a choice to drive. My daughter
was murdered by a drunk driver,"
said Skej, a member of the Steams
County chapter of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving.
Dawn Forsberg told the story of
her father who was killed by a
drunk driver. After the personal
stories were told, candles were lit
and a poem was read in honor and
in memory of all those killed by
drunk drivers.
Joanne Kane of ADAPf offered

Kristin WhiJe/STAFF PHOTVGRAPHER

Beverly Skej lights a candle for fellow vigil participant Bob Bayne at the Candlelight Vigil in front of Steward Hall Sunday night.
Skej spoke of her tragic loss of a loved one due to a drunk driving accident.
possible solutions for the drunk
driving problem in Minnesota, and
has spoke of legislature that had
already helped.
Minnesota currently has a "Not•
A·Drop" law in effect making it
possible for penalties to be given to
underage drinkers that drive after
consuming any amount of alcohol.
This differs from the previous law

which only penalized drivers who
were legally intoxicated.
The candlelight vigil marked the
beginning of a week of alcohol
awareness activities. A presentation
was given Monday on fetal alcohol
syndrome; "Dangerous Promises,"
a presentation about women in
alcohol advenising will be
presented by the Women's· Center,

Wednesday; and an Alcoholics
Anonymous meetiniz will be open
to the public on Thursday.
A car involved in an auto
accident will be displayed on the
mall near Stewart Hall all week, as
a reminder of dn as a reminder of
the dangers of drunk driving.
The accident the car was
involved in ocurred within the last

two months. A 22·year•old
Mankato man was killed after he
was thrown from the car and the
vehicle rolled on top of him. He had
been drinking.
This man was just one of
the thousands of victims of
drunk driving. 17,000 people were
killed as a result of drunk driving in
1995.

KVSC's show offers cultural awareness
by Kathy Anderson

"Women carry JX>Wer in our culture. It is
an honor to play their music. The drum is the
heartbeat of American Indian people. It's
important to ac!.rnowledge drums with their
own segment,'' Cheeseman said.
Although KYSC's signal extends within a
70-mile.radius of St. Cloud, it's difficult to
estimate listening numbers because KVSC
does not subscribe to Arbitron, a ranking
:Service
that
helps
radio stations set their ad rateS by their
listening audience, McMullen said. KVSC
is public radio so they do not use
advertising.

STAFF WRITER

Students interested in ~ merican Indian
culture lpay want to tune into KVSC (88 .1
FM) Monday nights. "Anishabe Inewewin,"
a program devoted to the American Indian
culture airs from 5 to 7 p.m.
Anisha be lnewewin means "American
Indian voice" in Ojibwe, said Gary
Cheeseman, host of the program and graduate
assistant at the SCSU American Indian
Center. It is produced by Students Advocating
American Indian Libenies, an American
Indian activist organization on campus, he
said.
'
Cheeseman explained that the "Anishabe
Inewewin" program that grew out of the need
for an American Indian voice in the St. Cloud
area. "Not many minority groups are
represented in the media," he said. This
program needed to be a legitimate, sincere
voice fonnulated around the wants and needs
of the local American Indian community."
The program began as a one•hour show
during fall quarter of 1993.
"It was called the 'SAAILAway American
Indian Hour,' " said Jo McMullen, KVSC
station manager. The program changed its
name and expanded to a two-,hour format this
fall, shesaid.
"Anisha~ Inewewin" is educating people
weekly, whether it's hearing the drums, the
flutes or the children's stories,'' McMullen
said.

"Anishabe Inewewin" is the only radio
program about American Indian culture in
Minnesota, Cheeseman said. The show has
been nominated for several broadcast awards,
but each has was turned down during the
nominating process, he said.

Shane A. 0paJ7./ASSffANT PHfJTO EDfTOR

Graduate student Gary Cheeseman hosts "Anishabe lnewewin" which airs on
Monday night on KVSC (88.1).
Cheeseman said that the purpose of the
show is education and entertainment.
"When people come to a university, they
come for an education. Much of our
educational material lacks authority and
legitimacy, especially for American Indians,"
Cheeseman said.
"American Indians produce our show.

They write our show. We use American
Indian authors and music. We provide a
cultural base frequently not provided on a
university level," Cheeseman said.
The program consists of several parts,
including segments for women, children,
drums and adult short stories. Cheeseman
said. The women's segment comes first.

'The awards are not what's important. The
show's substance is what's importint,"
Cheeseman said. He said that the show
will continue as long . as it · is filling a
need.
"I'm not a disk jockey. I never claimed
to be; I never want to be," Cheeseman
said. ''I'm a student of the American
Indian culture. Being one myself, it's my
livelihood."
People ask about their heritage because of
the show, Cheeseman said.
"It seems to spark interest about who
people are."
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Protesters stand their ground at bookstore
by Tom Maas
$TAFF WRITER

The weekly protest by the
Women's Equality Group (WEG) at
Pure Pleasure, the adult bookstore
located on U.S. Highway 10, went
on as planned Friday. The group,
despite being allegedly accosted by
ari employee wielding a garden

hose the previous week, held finn
in their commitment to protest the
store every Friday from 3 to 5 p.m.
and assembled without incident.

WEG member, senior Jennifer
Gunderson, said that an employee,
identifying himself as the owner,
came out of the store and expressed
his wish to wash down the
sidewalk. The man proceeded to
spray the sidewalk where the
protesters were standing, spraying
their feet and legs, Gunderson said.

Taking exception, Gunderson
stepped forward in defense of her
fe llow protesters, informing the
individual of the group's right to

peaceably assemble.
"I told him we had a right to be
there. We weren't doing anything
wrong and he couldn't make us
leave," she said.
At this point, Gunderson said
additional words were exchanged
and the employee turned the hose
on her, spraying her in the face.
Employees of Pure Pleasure
refused comment on the matter.
The store, which has been in
business for over 20 years, is
involved in a legal battle regarding
its location. About four years ago, ii
was discovered that the adult
bookstore was located in a

residentially-zoned area and would
therefore have to relocate.
Due to the length of time the
business had been in place, a
special clause known as the
grandfather clause was invoked
allowing the business two years
before it must take any action.
Gunderson sees this court battle
as part of the reason fo r the
spraying.
"He's frustrated. He's taking it
out on us because we're obviously
non-supporters," Gunderson said.
Senior Chelsea Hibbard, a
routine protest allendee who
brought along her younger sister the
previous week, took a different
view of the owner's actions.
"I've seen his cruelly, It didn't
really surprise me there," Hibbard
said.

According to senior Sarah
Cimpennan, the spraying is not the
only opposition the group faces.
"Customers make threats. I've
been spit on, flipped off and
someone mooned us," she said.
Cimpennan makes a habit of
copying down the license plate
numbers of all of the vehicles that
frequent the store and approaches
customers in hopes of engaging in
conversation.
"I'm hoping we can publish the
license plate numbers or send
letiers to the vehicles' owners,"
Cimpennan said.
According to protester David
Hart, !he encouragement and
support of passing motorists
counters the negativity the

group faces. Passing motorists blare
their horns in response to signs
requesting "Honk if you hate porn."
Occasionally, motorists stop to talk
or offer support through comforting
words or asking if any group
members would like something to
drink.

Regardless of supl}Ort or
opposition, the members of WEG
are committed to their cause.
Junior Sherry Mitch, who is also a
member of Men Against Violence
Against Women (MAVAW), has
become increasingly involved in
women's issues over the past six
ye~.
"I have three daughters, so it
concerns me greatly in the future."
Other members have enlisted
the support of friends and relatives.
The group may not be large, but
they have been able to maintain a
strong core. Word-of-mouth seems
to carry their message great
distances. •
Nick Harry, a senior at St. Cloud
Tech High School heard about the
protests and wanted to help.
''This is my second time out
here. I was out here last week,"
Harry said, "I heard about it
through some friends . I just
came out to support a good
cause."
WEG meets at the Women's
Center at 3 p.m. every Friday to
gather for the protest. Questions
about the protest or the group can
be obtained at the Women's
Center located in Colbert House
South.

'::!----,~

ScoJtAnderson!SrMF PHOTOGRAPHER

St. Cloud Tech High School student Nick Harry holds a sign
protesting against Pure Pleasure, the adult bookstore located
on U.S. Highway 10.
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Retired professor wins business award
L. Marilyn Stinson recognized changes in international focus and gender roles in business
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

She has taught students ways
to communicate in the business

world. Now, business education
students and teachers throughout
Minnesota are communicating their
appreciation.
Dr. L. Marilyn Stinson, a
professor in the College of Business
. at SCSU from 1975 to 1996,

has been named "1996 Outstanding
Post-Secondary
Business
Educator'' by Minnesota Business
Educators,
Inc.,
the
state
organization of business education
teachers and students.

Stinson, who retired from
SCSU May 30, 1996, received the

award at an Oct. 4 meeting in
Rochester.
Stinson became a professor
in SCSU's business education
program in 1975. In 1992, the

program was dropped and she
became a professor of business
communications in the department
of marketing and general business.
The award Stinson received is
based on teaching experience,
honors and awards, contributions
to the regional and state MBEI,
teaching perfonnance, service to
school and professionalism.

She was nominated by the regional
MBEI organization.
Bill Rodgers, chair of the
department of marketing and
general business, worked with
Stinson for 17 years.
"She is one of the most
dedicated, concerned, caring
teachers that I have known,"
Rodgers said. "She is very
concerned about -helping students
and meeting students' needs:"'
Rodgers said many students
wrote in their reports and letters that
the business communication course
taught by Stinson prepared them
well to communicate with people in
a work setting.
Stinson has made several
contributions to SCSU. In 1985, she
wrote a successful proposal,
entitled "Changing Roles of Men
and Women in Business," for a
$10,700 Bush Grant. In 1991, she
was the fi rst woman to direct
SCSU's British Studies Program in
Alnwick, England.
Stinson was chairwoman of the
Business Education Office's
administration department for 11
years and the associate dean in the
College of Business for three years.
Stinson said she misses her
students. Through public speaking

Still Deciding?

'5)
For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

and being an examPle, she tries to
make students' Jives better.
Business education, according to
Stinson, includes courses designed .
to help students succeed in a
business occupation.
Stinson said the clements she
taught
in
her
business
communication course were
writing with positive words and
writing clearly so that others

"Business education always
meant a combination of the
business world and 1he educational
world," Stinson said. "In the
communication
classes,
we
wrote leuers to finns in other
countries,
using
appropriate
language for the different areas of
the world."
In addition to an international

Stinson is glad she made the
decision to finish a degree after
raising her children.

Business education always meant a
combination of the business world and
the educational world.
L. Marilyn Stinson
BUSINESS PROFESSOR EMERITUS

interpret the writing the way the
writer intended.
During the 21 years she taught
at SCSU, Stinson noticed the
business world acquired more of
an international focus, that men
and women's roles became
more equal and there was a growing
awareness of lifelong learning. She
said she adjusted her classes to the
changing technology.

As a young business woman,
Stinson married James Stinson
(a fonner SCSU professor ) and
raised fou r children before
completing
her • bachelor's
degrees in merchandising/business
administration. She earned her
master's and doctorate degree
in
business
education
at
the University of North Dakota.

focus, she instructed students to
address men and women equally by
using inclusive language.
Stinson said she was pleased
with her teaching experience at
SCSU. The people around her were
motivating, and the deans at the
College of Business were
supportive of individual talents and
the university was small enough to
be conducive to personal and
professionaJ growth.

'The decision was good both
economically and personally,"
Stinson said.
Stinson has taught in the
Sacramento, Calif. school district,
at the University of North Dakota
and MayVille State University, N.D.
She has spoken at workshops,
seminars and panels, a number
of which were related to business
women. Stinson noted those
panels gave her a chance to assist
other women in planning their
futures.

According to Rodgers, Stinson
does her best while keeping a useful

sense of humor.
"She knows how to have fun at
some serious business," Rodgers
said.

Join Women's Equality Group for a

in honor of NATIONAL YOUNG WOMEN'S DAY OF ACTION
NYWDA is a grassroots
campaign organized by and
for young women. It is a
way for women across the
country to take action and
to speak out on issues such
as health care, abortion,
domestic violence, racial
and ethnic justice... just to
name a few.

The purpose
of this
campaign is to
empower.
ourselves and
build a
network of
support.
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Frosty weather means ice slicks, snow
by Holli Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

The long, cold months of winter are

approaching and the SCSU campus is being
prepared for the snow and ice to come.
According to Steven Ludwig, as.sistant

vice president for facilities management, the
plan for this winter is basically the same as in
years past. Preparations already have been

made for the upcoming season.
must be purchased arid distributed. Additional
"We've checked out all the equipment to crews have to be put together for snow
make sure it's in working order," Ludwig shoveling and removaJ and procedures have
said. 'That involves everything from small, to be in place to remove the snow, depending
snow blowers up to the big loaders and trucks on the amount of snowfall, the time of day,
that we use to plow snow."
the day of the week and classes are canceled.
Many things go into getting the campus

ready for winter.
Lawn mowing attachments are switched
to snow removing attachments. SaJt and sand

Ludwig said the only cha11ge is that
students who have cars will now only have to
move thein upon notice, rather than every
Wednesday like last year.

"If there is a storm or we want the students
to move [their cars], we giye them notice,"
Ludwig said. "We've changed that to make it
less difficult for residence hall students,
but still adequately deal with the
problem."
All this work is not cheap. The annual
equipment costs come to an average of
$25,000. The extra labor• does not normally
cost more because mosJ of the workers are
already employed by SCSU. Ludwig said the
general upkeep of a certain building is
sometimes postponed for a day while workers
clear snow. Depending on the harshness of
the winter, overtime costs can run as high as

$10,000.
Winter brings a new set of problems for
Buildings and Grounds Management. Ice
stonns and cold temperatures make it difficult
to clear walkways. Sometimes, the ice cannot
be shoveled and salt does not always work
when
temperatures
are
extremely
low.
"People's expectations are fairly high
about the way things should be," Ludwig
said. "At the same time, some people don't
seem to take .care of what we have, and that's
kind of frustrating when you have both
types of people at the same time."
Cigarette butts and other garbage littering
the campus is also a problem, according to
Ludwig. The cigarette butts disappear into the
snow. Once the snow melts, they have a
considerable amount to clean up.
"We can literally pick up, over a few days
in the spring as the snow begins lo recede, 50
to 100 gallons of cigarette butts," .said
Ludwig.

Junior Robert Wimmer mulches grass
on the SCSU campus. Wimmer has

worked for the grounds
past three years.

crew tor the

Committee looks
atcampus trends
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

The
Strategic
Planning
Committee held their second-to-last
Forum for Dialogue Thursday
evening in Centennial Hall Room
I 00. The forum was aimed at
allowing third shift employees of
the university to voice their
concerns and ideas. More than 30
general maintenance workers
attended.
The committee, which has
about 25 members, is a fact-finding
committee split
into
three
sub-committees. Its· job is to
detennine the direction SCSU is
going to take over the next five
years.
The three subcommittees are
values, internal strengths &
weaknesses and environmental
opportunities & threats.
The goal of the committee is to
look for trends at SCSU. Individual
problems may arise which need to
be looked at specifically, but the
committee is taking a look at the
bigger picture.
"We're listening to everything,"
committee chair Lora Robinson
said. "But we're looking for
patterns."
Currently, the committee is in
Phase I of the operation which
consists of gathering infonnation
from staff, faculty, ,.. employees,
current students and alumni.
The data gathering phase began
this summer and should be
completed by Nov. 11. This process

involves looking at both the internal
and external structure of the
university.
"We're trying to get a current
snapshot of what is going on,"
Robinson said.
One Of the surveys conducted by
the committee was based on
technology.
"We're in the thick of the
~data collection phase," said Rubin
Stenseng, data resource manager.
The . technology committee is
examining trends and threats, how
SCSU fairs for technology
education and how to thrive in the
future, said SJenseng.
The internal gfOups committee
deals with staff, faculty and
university
employees.
This
committee gives employees a
chance to say what they see as
strengths and weaknesses of the
university.
The values committee examines
which programs and trends
individuals feel are important to the
university.
"We're focusing our effort on
an institution-wide goal," Robinson
said. "The 1,miversity is like
an ocean liner. We're setting
the course for our destination."
The internal committee reaching
students in the fonn of focus
groups. The committee is gaining
a
lot
of baseline
values
measurements
throug~ ·these

groups.

Go TO COMM~E, PAGE 9 •
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Counseling center offers various services
by Jeff Dahler
STAFFWFIITER

With countless major and minor
programs offered and 15,000
people running around campus, it is
no wonder an SCSU student can
feel a Jiule distressed. However,
there is the counseling center to
assist them.

The John B. Weismann
Counseling Center offers a variety
of services to SCSU students. Some
of the most common issues
the
center encounters
are
depression, career choices, grades,
fear or anxiety, eating disorders,
self-esteem, relationships, friends

and classes.
William

Bates,

a licensed

psychologist at the counseling
center, said the main concern of
the counseling center is student's

problems, whatever they may be.
"Essentially, we deal with
developmental problems," Bates
said. "Basically, we deal with
whatever is intctfering w,ith the
student's ability to succeed at
SCSU."
In addition to Bates, the
counseling center is staffed by five
licensed psychologists. The center
has a part-time employee with a
master's degree who has already
passed the psychologist test, and
two graduate .school interns. The
interns work under full supervision
of the staff.
·
'The students that come in for

help usually come in for one of
three reasons - they have a
persona] problem, an educational
concern or an after-~hool career
concern," Bates said.
The personal problems that
students come to the counseling
center for vary greatly, Bates said.
An advantage of working at a·
university is the people he gets to
work with, he added.
"We deal with mostly healthy
students with situational problems,"
Bates said. "It is a good population
to work with. They all seem to be
motivated and bright."
The counseling center organizes
support groups for students with
similar concerns. Currently, a nontraditional student support group is

meeting. In the past, there have
been groups for students with
eating disorders and attention
disorder.
Bates said the counseling
center sees about 1,000 students
each year. That number does not
include the students involved in
groups organized by the counseling
center. The students vary in age,
years in school, sex and race, he
said.
Bates said he understands the
stress _students have. When you
combine classes, organizations,
social activities and jobs it makes
for a tough, hlgh-stress schedule, he
said
"[SCSU] is a tough .place,"
Bates said. "Nobody goes to hig~

school with 14,000 people. When
you get here, that is what you are
faced with."
To add to all that pressure, Bates
said, there is no guarantee that
a student is going to get a job
after graduation. This is an
altogether new problem.
"Years ago, a student could say

i}

;~;ill~u~~eai:t~~eCC:li~~t th
money. Today that is just not so.
There is no guarantee that there is
going to be a job for them when
they get out of school," ·Bates
said.
For further information, students
can go the counseling center
located in Room 103 in Stewart
Hall, or call 255-3177.

International relations meets global issues
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

SCSU's International Relations Club and
Global Issues Forum, two separate clubs that
meet together, will hold a meeting at 10 a.m.
today to discuss upcoming speakers, trips to
cultural events and a trip to the Model United
Nations.
A trip to the ''Day of the Dead" event at
the Intermediate Arts Center in Minneapolis
will be one of the sponsored cultural events
Nov. 2.
'There will be fireworks and a fiesta,"
said Beth Reubold, Global Issues Forum
president. "It's open to everyone. We'll
provide the transportation and tickets."
The club brings speakers to campus. The
speakers are either professors who have

international expertise or are from
multicultural or internationally focused
groups, for example, the Minnesota
International Center and the Resource Center
of the Americas.
"We also use personal connections from
the professional community," Reubold said.
"People we know who are working and doing
thlngs internationally."
Another sponsored trip is the Model
United Nations event in the spring. According
to Reubold, it is a :cplication of the actual
meetings that take place at the United
Nations. There is a general assembly and
specific meetings.
The club picks a ~untry and researches
the position· the country has in the
international community and the role they
play in the United Nations, Reubold said.

"We have to represent the community we
sign up to be," said Reubold. "It has nothing
to do with our own personal perspectives."
According to Reubold, the Model United
Nations trip is open to anyone in the
university. Participants do not have to be
members of either club.
The International Relations Club, which
meets with the Global Issues Forum, is
geared toward international relations majors.
The club helps people find international
relations careers.
General informational meetings on the
international relations major will be held
Nov. 5 at 10 a.m. and Nov. 6 at 3 p.m at the
career services office. These sessions will be
open to anyone including current majors,
P'"°?pective majors or anyone interested in the
maJOr.

"If there's enough interest at the rap
sessions, then a mentor program will be
developed to establish relationships between
advanced international majors and incoming
majors-because it's a confusing major,"
Reubold said.
According to Reubold, the major recently
changed departments so questions regarding
changes in the major requirements will also
be answered at the rap sessions. Dr. Michael
Gold-Biss, the new international relations
major ·advisor, will be there to
help.
The International Relations and Global
Issues Forum have an office in Atwood 117R.
If anyone has arly questions about either club,
stop at the office or call Reubold at 253-8573.
'The clubs meet every Tuesday at 10 a.m. in
the Sauk Room of Atwood.

Conference
Jim Pehler, president of the
Inter-Faculty Association at SCSU,
agreed.
"We're not talking about
individuals, we're talking about
those who run these illegal houses,"
he said. "This does present a threat
to incoming students' academic
stability."
University discipline for offcampus violators was also
discussed. Students who commit
"flagrant violations" will be
inserted into the university's
judicial process on a case-by-case
basis. Grube pointed out that proactive planning is part of the image
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improvement plan, citing a letter
sent to incoming freshmen warning
them of the university's "zero
tolerance" policy for alcohol, drug
use and violence. He encouraged
students to participate in activities
which do not involve alcohol.
"If you look at the calendar for
any given week, you will find many
activities," Giube said. "If you
notice the homecoming calendar,
you'll see a range of activities as
alternatives to binge drinking."
"Alcohol abuse is a problem on
campuses around the country," he
said. 'The difference here is that
we're doing something about it."

Government
The temporary statement issued
by Student Government reads as
follows:
"St. Cloud State University does
not endorse or encourage actions
which do not pursue the lawful
mission of the university."
"We do not endorse or
encourage underage drinking, but at
the same time we do recognize that
students, upon entering a college
environment, will encounter newfound •freedoms. However, each
student's
freedoms
are
accompanied with levels of
persona] responsibilities."
"Students at St. Cloud State
University are in contact with the
Code of Conduct. Any violation

PAGE1

with code is breach of contract and
will
result
in appropriate
disciplinary action."
In the meantime, Student
Government voted to fonn an ad
hoc committee whose purpose is to
compile and apply data gathered
from the university and the
community regarding the illegal use
of alcohol.
The goal of the committee is to
produce a position _statement for
Student Government and . the
student body.
Margaret
Schwartz,
cochairperson of the legislative
committee,
was
appointed
chairwoman of the ad hoc
committee.
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"During the hunger strike, there
were a lot of different needs that
were identified for the campus," she
said. "One of those needs that was
identified at the time was the need
for a student cultural center."
Schrader".ickled over the course
of the last year, there were a large
group of students, staff and
administrators that met frequently

to develop a plan to make this
cultural center a reality.
The Student Cultural Center
Council is still working on its
official "mission" for studenlS.
"Some of the areas that they are
looking for certainly include
support for studef!ts, (to make it) a
gathering place for • students, and
also to provide academic resources
in the form of computers, books and
other resources," Schrader said.
A resource room is being
developed to provide students with

SUBS

1
computers that have access to the
Internet, as well as word
processing. Schrader said the center
is working with the LRS to gather
printed resources, such as books
and newspapers, from different
countries.
The resources and the
computers are open for students and
community ,J11embers who need
information
about
different
cultures.
"Hopefully the center will serve
as the central place for the campus
and community to cbme and get
information
about
different
cultures," Schrader said.
''The center will go beyond
serving students' needs of cultural
resources, although it is its primary
function, but it will increase the St.
Cloud community's awareness and
understanding of other cultures as
well," Schrader said.

CLUBS·

Wllere people send fJldr friends"

GETilNG HER DRUNK ISN'T THE SAME
~ GEITING HER PERMISSION.

We Deliver Delicious to Your Doorr
8 N. 5TH AVE

........~==:.."i:;;;:!~....:..~...:~.i:."':."~":....-

'

ST. CLOUD

Use your college degree in the
legal profession!
Train as a Paralegal
in only 16 weeks at the
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
(Approved by the American Bar Association)

Admissions Representative at Career Fair
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Oct. 24, 1996
Atwood Center Ballroom

Minnesota Paralee_al Institute
12450 Wazata Blvd.
Minneapolis, MN 55305
Chad Dohlen
(612) 542-8417
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Committee
The committee is attempting to
be open and communicate with
members of the university and
community on how this process is
going. The forums, which are
designed to include face-to-face
communication, have been a
success with staff, faculty and
employees but have seen little
student response.
"Students are seeing that this
doesn't have an immecliate impact
on them and they think Tm outta
here in five years. Who cares,"'
Pehler said. "Students don't see
how these changes are going to

impact them, but they will."
Students were given a chance to

respond to a mass e-mailing earlier
in the quarter.

There are approximately 12,00)
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e-mail accounts, according to
Gordy Schmitt of Academic

Computer Services. This allowed
the committee to reach over 80

percent of the students.
"It made sense to ask a
technology question to those who

were using it," Robinson said.
"We're trying very hard to make
this an inclusive process," StenseAg
said.
"When this report is completed
we're not going to sugar coat it,"
Pehler said. "We're looking for
input, recommendations and
ideas."
1be committee has created a

home page as another way to keep
people informed. The address is:
http://lrs.stcloud.msus.edu/spc/inde

x.html.
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"This Ain't Video" International Film Series
7 p.m. Oct. 17. ,24: Nov. 7. 14
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CtMp(>nsortdl.llirhTl!.!Dtpartlm'ntofThtarrtandfilmsrudits

UGuimba the T1,1rant~ 7 p.m. Oct. 24

Be aRed Uross blood donor.

Reading
Hill/Case Hall
Haunted House.
October 28

~Delta of Venus~ (NC-17)
7 p.m. Oct. 18: 9:30 p.m. Oct. 19; 3 p.m. Oct 20

UHenr1,1 and June~ (NC - 17)
9;30 p.m . Orr. 18: 7 p.m. Oct. 19. 20
A1wood Thea1er-Admit1ance with SCSU ID

:spocliG12c7

!

Open Mic Night
8 p.m . Oct. 29. :
The Quarry
:
Registration deadL'ine 4P:m. AMC ll8J
f

:
:

OUCiOOS/R€C
Trip to Spooky World Oct 25
Sign up Oct.)4-22 in AMC 118

"My daughter was in a car accident. Her
life was saved by American Red Cross
blood donors."

Chi/4,ren·s
Spooky Story

(Senegal, 1995, Chieck Sissoko)

Winner of rhe Grand Prize at rhe Pan African film Festival. it is a foreboding
po/Weal sarire in the guise of a colorful fair!,/ rafe set in precolonial Africa

!

!

SP€CiA.l €Y€DCS
Homecoming '96: A New Tradition Oct. 21·26
Hypnotist: Tom Deluca
8 p.m . Oct. 22 Ritsche Auditorium
Coronation
8 p.m. Oct. 23 Ritsche Auditorium
Concert: Johnny Clueless/Citizen King
10 p.m. Oct. 25 Halenbeck Fieldhouse
Husky Hoopla
4-7 p.m. Oct. 26 Halenbeck Fieldhouse

.•.••.••................................
visuA.L A.Res

Oceanworfls/Mixed Media
By Fred Polesall
Oct. 21 • Dec. 18 in the Atwood Gallery
Opening Reception: 3-4:30 p.m. Oct. 21
Gallery Hours: Monday.Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hand Painted Silll by Mareth Sullivan
Oct. 10 - Nov. 7
In the Atwood Ballroom Display Cases

SP€A.K€RS

..,

The Abortion Debate:
*Mary A. Hallan vs. Lynn Paltrow
S p.m. Oct. 23. Ritsche Auditorium
Free with SCSU ID. $3 public
Tickets available in Atwood lf8
i._• Ms. Hallan has replaced Nancy Ruiz...J
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College of Business and College of Science & Technology Present

CAREER DAY 1996
10 am- 2 pm
Thursday, October 24, 1996
Atwood Ballroom

"Take a Look At Your Future!"
3M
Accountants on Call
Aerotek
Air Force
Allied Interstate, Inc.
American Family Insurance
AmeriData Consulting, Inc.
Analysts International Corporation
Andersen Consulting
Apartment Search
Aria Communications
Bankers Systems, Inc.
Baune, Dosen & Company, PLLP
Becker CPNCMA Review
Border Foods, Inc.
Born Information Services Group
Cap Gemini America
Cargill ' Animal Nutrition Marketing
Cargill - Corporate 1/f
Carlson Companies, Inc.
Catholic Knights Insurance Society
Champion International
Consultants in Computer Software
Consulting Engineers Council of MN
Conviser Duffy
Dairyland Computer and Consulting
Decision Systems, Inc.
Employment Advisors
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ernst & Young, LLP
Farmers Insurance Group

Federated Mutual Insurance Company
Fingerhut Corporation
First American Bank
First Bank System
Flatley Employment Services
The Franklin
Frito-Lay, Inc.
General Mills
Great Plains Software
Great West Casualty Company
Grede Foundries, Inc.
Herberger's
IBM
ICONtrol, ·Inc.
J.C. Penney
Kandiyohi Bottled Water Co.
Kern DeWenter Viere Ltd.
Kohl's Department Stores
Lever Brothers Company
Lyon Financial Services
Manpower
Massmutual
McDonald's Corporation
McG!adrey & Pullen
Mervyn's
Minnegasco
Minnesota Mutual
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
NIKKEN Independent Distributors
Northwest Passage
Northwestern Mutual Life (2 offices)

Norwest Financial
Paragon Cable
Payless Shoe Source, Inc.
Peace Corps
Pizza Hut of America, Inc ..
The Principal Financial Group
Proex Photo Systems
Prudential Preferred Financial Srvcs.
Quad/Graphics, Inc.
Radio Shack/fandy Corporation
Robert Half International
SCSU Career Services
SCSUMBNMSA
SCSU Real Estate Alumni Assn.
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc.
The Sherwin-Williams Company
Target Stores
TempForce (formerly MSJ Services)
TENTMAKERS Youth Ministry
The St. Paul Companies
Thomas Moore, Inc.
United Properties
United States Army Recruiting
United States Coast Guard
United States Marshals Service
United States Navy
United States Social Security Admin.
U of M's MBA Tax Program
Wal greens
Wallace
World Com, Inc.

Make Valuable Contacts! Gain Insight on Future Careers!
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors & Grads Welcome!
Sponsored by College of Business Executive Council (COBEC)
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Huskies
clobber
Chiefs
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

A picture of consistency finally
came into focus for the SCSU football
team Saturday as the Huskies defeated
Morningside College 3(Vi in Sioux
City, Iowa.
"The defense played very well
keeping them to only seven poincs and
the offense played pretty tough," said
SCSU head coach Noel Martin.
The win marked the second North
Central Conference victory in a row
for the Huskies (2-3 NCC, 3-4 overall).
Morningside's woes continued as
the Chiefs' NCC losing streak
stre1ched to five games.
Senior running back Randy Martin
led the Husky offense with 198 yards
on the ground and two touchdowns.
"Once again, Randy did a good job
getting yardage but it didn't come
easy," Noel Martin said. ''They did do
a nice job defending us but we had the
big plays helping us out."
One of those big plays came in the
first quarter when SCSU quarter back
Todd Bouman hit receiver Mike
Flanigan with a 52-yard pass to put the
Huskies on the one-yard line.
Randy Martin plunged in for his
first touchdown of the day to put
SCSU up 10-0 after one quarter.
After Morningside scored to make
it 10-7, receiver Mike McKinney split
the defense to score on a 27-yard
touchdown pass from Bouman to put
the score at 17-7 at the half.
Randy Martin added one more
touchdown in the third period for the
Huskies, and big play fever returned
for SCSU in the final stanza.
With 4:40 remaining in the game,
Mark Dean blocked a Morningside
punt and recovered it in the end zone to
put the final touch on a ne'ar perfect
day for the Huskies.
"We just though that would be a
good time to put things away," Noel
Martin said. "We had come close to
blocking a fe.w punts earlier and we
thought we had a good opportunity to
get one there so we sent them in."
The Huskies host the University of
Northern Colorado in the SCSU
homecoming game at 1 p.m. Oct. 25 at ·
Selke field.
UNC lost 15-14 to upstart
University of Nebraska - Omaha,
who is tied for the NCC lead with
South Dakota State University and the
University of South Dakota.
'Those teams up there will lose,
there is no question," Noel Martin said.
"North Dakota and North Dakota State
look like they're starting to play again.
This is the damdest thing I've seen."
The Bears are a big team that Noel
Martin hopes the Huskies can counter
with their defensive speed.
"They have some very big
offensive linemen and an awful good
quarterback," Noel Martin said.
"We're going to have to go with our
quickness on defense and we have to
keep moving the football on offense."

s
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Soccer teani continues to roll
by Brian Wierima

24 to 10. Sophomore goalkeeper
Alyssa Halverson recorded seven
goalie saves.
Coach Shellee Lamie said her
team played up to their potential
and was happy for them. She said
she hopes the team will keep their
winning Ways for the rest of the
season.
''I like to keep the positive
among them going," Lamie said.
Lamie said Waldo's and
Hultgren's success in the game
was well deserved.
Huhgren said the passing
game was key in th~ victory.
"We did very well passing and
kept it on the ground," Hultgren
said.
Hultgren said she was happy
with how the team perfonned for
Parent's Day.
"We had a lot of fun,"
Hultgren said. "I'm glad our
parents could come out and watch
the game and we do as well as we
did."
The Huskies are 4-0-1 in their
past fi ve games. They have upped
their record to 5-9- 1.
"I think our team has pulled
together and we should keep on
rolling," Hultgren said.
The Huskies hit the road for
their last away game Tuesday at
Winona State University.

STAFF WRITER

It was Parent's Day on
Saturday and the SCSU women's
soccer team put on a good show
for mom and dad. The Huskies
_beatSt.Olaf 6- l.
,
SCSU went on a scoring
frenzy, scoring five goals in the
second half. Freshman forward
Ann Hultgren stayed hot scoring
two goals. Senior forward Kari
Waldo followed suit scoring two
goals as well.
Hultgren drew fi rst blood with
the only goal of the first half at the
30:50 mark. Waldo opened the
second half with the first of her
goals at the 47:46 mark.
The duo took turns scoring
with Hultgren recording her
second goal al the 51 :02 mark and
Waldo striking soon after at the
53:20 mark with an assist by
Hultgren.
Sophomore forward Chris
Fleischer got into the action
scoring ·her seventh goal of the
season at the 56:36 mark with an
assist
by
freshman
defense/stopper Bobbie Reis.
Freshman forward Sarah Welk.en
recorded her first goal of the
season at the 75:40 mark.
The Huskies defense turned in
another outstanding showing,
sophomore
Jen
only letting one goal get by when SCSU
St. Olaf's sophomore forward DeMers fires a shot in the
Sue Frost broke the shutout at the Huskies' 6-1 victory over St.
7732 mark.
Olaf Saturday.
The Huskies outshot St. Olaf
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opener gives pleasant su,prises

Vicari tallies SCSU's first goal in conference play; Lideen shines in net
by Kerry Collins
....SPORTS EDITOR

They may have been unlikely heroes, but
they were heroes nonetheless.
After University of Wisconsin goaltender
Kirk Daubenspeck shut out the Huskies 2-0
Friday, SCSU bounced back for a solid 3-2
victory.
Sophomore goaltender Tim Lideen
anchored the Husky defense Saturday with 30
saves in SCSU's first win of the season.
Junior captain Andy Vicari got things started
for the Huskies offensively, notching the fi rst
goal for the Huskies in conference play.
The goal for Vicari, a defenseman from St.
Cloud Tech, marked only the second in his
collegiate career.
"I was pretty surprised. It's not something I
expected," Vicari said. "I just took a great pass
from (sophomore Mark) Parrish and had to hit
the open net."
1be goal came on the power play at 13:56of
the first period Saturday. The first period ended
with SCSU leading 2-1 after s6phomore Sacha
Molin tipped in a shot from senior Randy Best
with I:55 remaining in the period.
Lideen picked up 15 of his 30 saves in the
first period, lighting a fire for the Huskies that
would last the whole game, Vicari said.
"(Lideen) played very, very good Saturday,"
Vicari said. 'That first period kind of sparked
us, the kid was playing his hean ouL"
five minutes and fifteen seconds into the

second period, Lideen was made one of his few
mistakes of the evening on a routine clearing
play. However, his mistake did lead to some
drama.
The goaltender from Champlin Park, Minn.,
came out to clear the puck and fanned on the
attempt. Wisconsin's EJ. Bradley took control
of it and Lideen threw his stick back to try and
stop the play.
Bradley's shot hit the post, and the rebound
bounced back to Darren Haley - who missed
the open net. The referee awarded Haley a
penalty shot, and the Badger put the puck
through the five-hole to tie the game.
Molin tallied his second goal of the contest
4:40 later on the power play to put SCSU up 32. Molin's second goal proved to be the game
winner after a scoreless third period.
"It was very important for us to get the split,
especially after dropping the first game," Molin
said.
Despite 32 saves by SCSU junior netminder
Brian Leitza Friday, Badger goaltender Kirk
Daubenspeck stole the headlines by notching a
2-0 shutout making only 18 saves.
"We were kind of shell-shocked Friday with
it being Wisconsin's homecoming and
everything," Vicari said. "We just didn't have a
lot of quality chances."
Wisconsin's Luke Groden scored at 9:23 of
the first period and Mark Smith added a power
play goal at I :55 of the second period.
Leitza made J5 saves in the final period for
the Huskies, and the goalie from Lake Villa, Ill.,
stopped 11 shots in the second period.

"We just didn't establish any forechecking
Friday and we couldn't get anything going,"
Vicari said. "(Daubenspeck) was playing well
and we ended up getting shut ouL"
Molin said the younger Huskies played
better in Saturday's contest, providing an easier
route to victory.
'The younger players played really good all
weekend, but Saturday they really played well,"
Molin said. "(Defenseman) Josh DeWolf really
came through for us."
DeWolf assisted on Molin's second goal of
Saturday's game.
The Huskies host St. Lawrence University
this weekend in non-conference action at the
National Hockey Center.
Last season, SLU swept the Huskies, and
Vicari hopes things will be different at the
SCSU homecoming.
"We definitely owe them a couple," Vicari
said. "In our minds, we played poorly out there
last year, but things seem to be clicking for us
and it will be nice to come home and play."
After the split against Wisconsin, Molin said
the non-conference series is a chance for the
Huskies to pick up some confidence with a few
early wins entering the rest of the conference
season.
'This weekend will be big for us," Molin
said. "We lost to them last year but now they are
playing here. Hopefully we'll be able to gain
some momentum for the rest of the year."
Both games against SLU are slated to start at
7:05 p.m.
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Hultgren pays quick dividends for Huskies
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

One of the reasons the SCSU women's soccer
team has a 6right future is the emergence of freshmen
phenom Ann Hultgren.

'------===---==------L..____:...__J
Lukas Johnson/STAFF PH(Jf()GfW'fff.R.

In her first season, SCSU freshman Ann Hultgren has surged to be
one of the North Central Conference's finest young players. Hultgren
has scored a team~eading 13 goals in 16 games for the Huskies. The
Bloomington, Minn., native also leads SCSU in total points with 30.

Last year, sophomore Chris Fleischei:. was
awarded all-region honors as a freshman. This year,
Hultgren has been following in Fleischer's steps by
IX,)Sting uncharacteristic numbers by a freshman.
Head coach Shellee Lamie said Hultgren is an all
around athlete and a fierce competitor. "She is just a
mentally strong player and she never gives up."
So far this season, Hultgren leads the team in
goals with 13 and total points with 30. Earlier in the
season, Hultgren set a single game school record with
four goals against Southwest State. Hultgren also set
.a record with nine points in one game.
Hultgren was awarded the NCC player of the
week after her perfonnance in the victories over
Mankato State and Southwest State.
Hultgren said her playing time and her
perfonnance
are
the
most
important
accomplishments of all.
"I hold as getting to play a lot in hlgh regard and
I'm happy with the way I've been playing," she said.
But getting the chance to start and contribute as
much as she has wasn't what she expected, Hultgren
said. She said with all the players coming back from
last year, she never expected to start so early.
"Some of my personal goals were to get into play
and help the team anyway I could by scoring goals or
giving assists," Hultgren said.
Fleischer said Hultgren is an important
component of the team. "She can go anywhere on the
field and she controls the ball," Fleischer said. "She's
got speed and she's an all-around good player."
Success has followed the Bloomington Jefferson
graduate since her days in high school. She has been
a three-time all-conference and two-time MVP on her
soccer team. She was named to the all-metro soccer
team her senior year. She was also on the 1994 state
girls' basketball championshlp team.
She said staying physically fit during the off

season was important as well as staying confident.
"Mentally I've stayed positive saying, 'I can do it,
I can make it,'" she said. "I knew I had the work ethic
to be on a team and do well."
Lamie said Hultgren was her top recruit and isn't
surprised at her success. "I knew she would be a very
good ball distributor and she has a good positive
attitude and a hard worker,'' Lamie said. "I knew she
would be a strong contributor coming in."
Hultgren said the Lransition from high school
soccer to college has been a smooth one but not easy.
"Soccer is much tougher and more physical in
coUege than it is in a high school game," she said.
"It's more intense and a lot more work and dedication
involved."
Hultgren said her teammates haVe made the
adaptation to college soccer easier for her.
'They excepted me (as a teammate) and that
helped much," she said.
· Hultgren said she is expecting more pressure to
produce more in the future because of her successful
first season. She said the pressure will give her
incentive to li ve up to high expectations.
Hultgren credits her parents, Lora and Dean, for
her present and past success.
·•They've been very supportive throughout my
entire career in soccer," she said. "'They supported me
through whatever I-wanted to do and how it went."
Hultgren said she doesn't consider herself as a
leader oflhe team yet. She said she looks up to the
veteran players who have helped her this season.
"I still consider the players that have been there as
the leaders," she said.
Hultgren said one of the toughest aspects of the
season was the team's early losing slump. She said
her teammates and she stayed "mentally tough" and
confident-throughout the slump and knew they would
pop back and start winning.
Hultgren said she would like to see the present
winning streak keep going and help the team as much
as possible to win.
Lamie said Hultgren's future is bright as long as
she keeps the winning attitude she has shown so far
this season.

Looking to raise funds
for your group or
organization?
Plasma donation is safe and easy, and
because your donation is so important, you will
be compensated for your time. ·
Call for an appointment or more
information today. 259-6300
Community Bio-Resources

·::,::-c ._,,;;;

f-.l1r.fh-"'t;Jtt;;,._ ~Utj t
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feet
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
yoo with an educatio"nal experience featuring:
• 55yearsofexpertisedevtlopingawtll-rounded,
rigoroaseduati0Mlprogr.11111integr.11tingthebisicand

1rf

dioic,t sden<e,. dl-,1• X-ray. chlropndk lhenpet1·
tks. wellness care arwl pqctke iunageaeat;
• E11phms on diniCJL kands-on education and ltXP'"eoce;
• 11:1student-to-facuttymia,illdivi6ualfacultyattentiOI,
etsyacctsStoeducationalrtSOUrces:
• Oinical intmships in SO+ Minnesota co111111unity dhria
andfiveCollegepublicdinia;
• ExtensiveintentisciplinarydinicalleamingopportunitiH;
• Aresear(h center known intenliltionally and dedicated to
advancingchiropr.11cticscienctilndtheprofession;
• Final term, full-time private pr.11ctict internships globillly;
• Abeautifu125-aaecampusfeaturing leading-edge classrooms, science and methodslabs,anddinicfacil/ties:
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement
• Newstilte-of-the-artlibmytosupporteduc.itionand
reseuch.
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4 777.
~~ Committed to Qinical f.t«llencf and Prepamlneu for Profeslk>na/ Suceffl
•
Northwesttm Cotltge of ClriroprMttc • 2SOt West 84th Street • Minneapolis. Minnesota 55431

~.

2019 Stearns Way
St. Cloud, MN 56303
(320)259-6300
Bring in this ad for a $5.00
Bonus on your 1st donation.
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South Dakota schools sweep SCSU spikers
by Rob LaP/ante

their way back • from two
controversial SCSU game point
attempts to lake the game 17-15.

STAFF WRITER

Despite dropping the first game,

A pivotal road trip turned coslly
as the SCSU volleyball team was

handed its first weekend sweep.
The Huskies (15-9 overall, 7-5

North Central Conference) came
into last weekend's play on a three
game NCC unbeaten streak, which

was good enough for sole
possession of fourth place in the

NCC standings.
Friday night, the Huskies were
involved in an offensive showcase

which saw senior outside hiuer
Cami Selbitschka end with a game
high 32 kills and 23 digs in a losing
cause as the Huskies lost to South
Dakota State University 15-17, 158, 12-15, 15-10, 13-15.

In the first game, SDSU fought

the Huskies were the beneficiaries

of some blown calls by the officials
lhat could have changed the
outcome of the match.
''In the first game, it was our
game point service and SD,SU was
overlapping in the front row," said
SCSU head coach Dianne
Glowatzke. ''The officials failed to
call the overlap and it turned out to
be a critical caH."
After falling behind two games
to one, the Huskies fought back to
bring the match to a fifth and
deciding game.
,
· In the fifth game, both teams
struggled · hitting the ball as the
Huskies' hitting percentage in the

fifth game was a mere .045 percent.
As a result, the Huskies dropped the
game and the match losing the fifth
_game 15-13.
"SDSU likes t? tip and throw a
lot and we found ourselves playing
the same type of game." Glowatzke
said. "It was definitely to our
disadvantage to play their style qf
game because SDSU is one of the
better finesse teams in the league."
"I think the fact that we weren't
getting some of the calls early
frustrated us," said freshman hitter
Kim Pellman who finished with 10
kills :ind five service aces. "During
the fifth game I started to run out of
energy and as a team we were
trying tOO hard and we all became
very tired."
Saturday night, the Huskies
traveled to Sioux. Falls, S.D. to take

on the eighth ranked Augustana
Vikings.
SCSU jumped to an early 11-2
lead in the first game. The Vikings
would later rally to take the first
game 15-11.
"Once we were up 11-2 in the
first game, w~ couldn't put
(Augustana) away," Glowatzke
said. "We ran early in the game and
they would run later and for the
longest time we were stuck on
eleven points."
Augustana proved to l5e too
much as they took the second and
third games by scores of 15-9 and
15-13.
Despite dropping the match in
three games, Glowatzke said she
was happy with the way the
Huskies played.
"Our team showed the most

intensity during the game that I
have seen all year," Glowatzke said.
"Augustana has a really nice team
and run one of the quickest offenses
in the conference, but I was really
pleased with the way our girls
played on defense."
Augustana was led by senior
hitter Ann Sieckert who finished
with a game high 16 kills.
SCSU was led py Sclbitschka's
IO kills and 20 digs.
''The
weekend
was
disappointing and some of the older
girls on the team took it a lot
harder," Pellman said. "We did play
hard and played two of our best
matches of the year."
The Huskies will next host the
University of Northern Colorado
Friday, and the University of
Nebraska-Omaha Saturday.

Husky Sports Scoreboard
WCHA HOCKEY ;e;;e;;e;;e;;e;;e;e;;e
~

Sa:ond Period: UW shO!), 14:45. SCSU -

WISCONSIN 2, HUSKIFS 0

scsu _ _ _ _ o

19:05

o o-o

lJW _ _ _ _ _ l

1 0-2
First Period: UW - Gruden (Kuk), 9:23.
Second Period, UW - Smith (Englehart,
Siren), 1:55, ppg
Third Period: No scoring.
Shots: SCSU 5---6-7-18; UW 7-12-IS-34
Goaltenders: SCSU - l.citza, 32 saves; UW
- Daubenspeck, 18 saves. Power play:
SCSU0-5; UW 1-8.

Cullen). 18:05, ppg.
Third Period: No scoring
Shots: SCSU &-14-12-34: UW 16.10-632_ Goaltender$: SCSU - Ween, 30 saves;
UW - Daubenspeck, 31 saves. Power
playt SCSU 2-3; UW 0-2.

frldml

l

1

0-3
0-2

First Period: SCSU - Vicari (Parrish,
Paradise), 13:56, ppg. UW - Reinprecht
(Moreau, Kuk), 15:49. SCSU - Molin (Besc).

18 Rew#s

Minnescw:a 5,ColoradoCollege2
North Dakota 3, Denver 2, OT
Minnescn-Duluth 3. Alaska·Anchor.lge 2
Michigan 'Tech6,MankatoStatel
Lake Superior State 4, Northern Michigan

~
lJW _ _ _ _ _ l

0g.

WISCOl1Sin2,SCSU0

HUSKIES~ WISCONSIN 2

5<::$U

Haley (penalty
Molin (DeWolf,

4
jqta,rdqy Qg. 19 RWElts
SCSU 3, Wisronsin 2
Colorado Cqlege 2, Minnesooi 1

North Dakota 6. Denver 2
Minnesora-Duluth 3, Alaska-Anchorage I
Michigan Tech 3, Mankato State 0

end zone (pass fa~). 4:40
TEAM STATSSCSU
First downs ................. 17

MC ................ ..... ......0

SCORJNG-Flrst quarter: SCSll-F~~l 24 field goo.I,

lNDMOOAL STATSPasslng: SCSU-Bouman 8-16-o

NCCf0011W.L;e;;e;;e;;e;;e;;e;;e;;e
HlNOF.S 30, MORNINGSIDE 7
7 7 6-30
7 0 0-7

scsu .......................... 10

-11:40.

SCSU--Manin 1 run (Fish kick), 7:31.

MC-Fielder 10 pass from Ackmann
(Tsiob3noskick),10:12.
SCSll-McKinney 27 pass from Bouman
(Fish kick), 11,46.

ThW""""'
SCS1J-MaJtin I run(Fish kick), ll:46.
Foorth...,,,..

Sqtur,tay Oct. 19 Brf!lll.t
SCSU 30, Morningside 7
North Dakota 49, Mankato Stale 10
South OakOl:l 33, Augustana 28

MC

11
Rushes/yards ................. .43/246 32/125
-Pa..'-Singy.mls .........., .......... 166
98
Toial offense...
. . 405
161
Penahies/yards...
..... 6/62 9/58
Fumbles/lo& ....................... ..4/3
l/1
Punts/average ...... ... .. ...... 3/42.0 9/36.4
16o,
Miller 1-1-06; MC-Ackmann 17-32-19&
Rushing: SCSIJ------Manin 27-198, Bouman
6.18, Williams 6.20, Raymo 2-3; MCMcIntire 16--65, Waldstein 1-2. Ackmann 11-

North Dak01a State 31, South D.ikoia
State7
Nebra5ka-Omaha IS. Nonhem Colorado

14.

-.SGNKVSC=

-..,,,,..,,

VOileyball -Nonht:m Colorado at SI.
Cloud State, 7p.m.

1.
Recdving;

SCSU-McKinney

~

4-61,

Carlson 2-44, Flanigan 1-52, Klieg! 1-6,
Williams 1-3; MC-A.liner 7-42, McIntire 310, Herd! 2-12. Fielder 1-10, Hansen 1-8,
Bogle t-6, Simms 1-5, Kramer 1-5

Football - Northern Colorado at St.
CloudSta!e, 1 p.m.
Volleyball - Nebraska-Omaha at St.
Cloud State, 7p.m.

SCSIJ-Dean recovered blocked punt in

De[ta Sigma Phi
mu[

De[ta Zeta
Better coverage than the
Husky secondary!

cliro~cle ~~O~l~

wisli a([ SCSU students a. sa.fe
liomecoming

FREE
·nomeeoming ride home

THINK OF US AS YOUR CAREER CONNECTION
Thomas Moore specializes in the placement of all levels of
accounting, finance and banking professionals throughout
the Twin Cities . Our client list includes the full range of
corporations from entrepreneurial, high growth finns to
Fprtune 500 companies.

with stwfo1t l.D.

~

Visit our booth during Career Information Day on October 24
and we'll tell you more· about our regular full-time or parttime, temp-to-hire and temporary opportunities.

Fru!a.y Octo6er 25 11 p.m. -·2 a.m.
Sa.tu.relay Octo6er 26 9 p.m. z a.m.

THOMAS MOORE. Being the Best.
(612) 338-4884

Questions ??? Cctff 203-1639 or 20.3-0262

Offices in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Roseville and Edina

LOOK FOR US DOWNTOWN!!!!

Equal Opportunity Employer / No fees
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AGift frorYou!
Clinique Bonus Week at Herberger's
with any Clinique purchase of $15 or"more
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non-aerosol
hairspray
unscented

( UNIQUE

Clinique knows exactly what you want, what you need.
With a box full of favourites in special sizes, for the
special treatment you deserve. Nice Moves, Clinique is your
special bonus at no extra charge with any Clil"!ique purchase
of $15 or more. One per customer, please, while supplies

last.

·

AllergyTested.100% Fragrance Free. The expert is ·in
24 hours a day. (http://www.clinique.com)

Your pouch of seven Clinique wonders includes:

Non-Aerosol Hairspray
Moisture On-Call

Pouch
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion
Stay-True Makeup
Soft-Pressed Eye Shadow
Sun Buffer Lipstick SPF 15
lip-Shaping Pencil

Use your Rose Card... wffh the power of Visa! We honor Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover. Store hours! Store hours! Store hours!
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Organization observes the chemistry of beer
Stoty by

Sarah 11eck
and

Photos by

Julia Peterson

SCSU's Chemistry Club took a day-long
road trip last Friday to Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
in order to tour the facilities of Leinenkugel's
Brewery and observe the brewing process.
'The primary reason was not to go and
drink beer," explained Junior Sue Bibeau,
Chemistry Club member.
The tour included an explanation of the
brewing process and the opportunity to see
workers involved in beer-making, as well as a
chance to sample the product. 'ibis is the
most infonnational tour I've had at a

brewery," said Jason Getz., senior.
The brewery was founded in 1867. Jacob
Leinenkugel established his business in a 24 ft.
by 50 ft building.
Over
the
years
Leinenkugel's
business expanded and changed.
The company was bought by Miller
Brewing Company in l 988 and Jake
Leinenkugel has been the president of the
brewery since 1989.
The
Leincnkugel's
Brewery
in
Chippewa Falls is a small opereation,

according to John Buhrow, brewmaster
and tour guide.
"We're still run by the family and we're ,
still small enough that everybody knows
everybody," Buhrow said.
According to Buhrow, beer that is
consistently of good quality is made by
knowing the equipment and the process and
also by being involved in all aspects of the
brewing process.
· ''There's too many people in the big
facilities that only know one thing," he
explained.
Leincnkugel's beer is made with barley
malt, ·ground to the brewery's specifications,
along with other grains. The grains are mixed
with water to create wort. The wort goes
through several processes and yeast is added to
the mixture to enable the fennentation process.
Then the mixture is aged, bottJed, pasteurized
and sold.

At left, Virgil Brunges serves
up samples of Leinie's brew
before the tour began. Below,
wort
is
pumped
into
fennentalion tanks. Righi, the
kettle in the cellar tests the
beer befre it is bottled. Top

right,

Brewmaster

John

Buhrow shows the wheat used

in production of some of
Leinenkugel's beer.
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Proudly Sponsors Intramural ~ports At

St. Cloud State· University

*

~

9'1_.......,r.-.i,o,r-,""""'"""I•

*
Sports:

Entries Due:

Wallyball Tournament
Pre-Season Hockey League
Pre-Season Basketball League

-~,

SIGN UP TODAY
Stop by the IM/Rec dept. and receive
$9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls

October 30
November 13
November 13
See Your

l.\i,/J.1
""';'l-l

Intramural
Recreational

NIRSA Endorsed

Department

* * *
Play Begins:
November 2
December 2
December 2

1-800-C0LLECT

t~tt~tst~
~¥rTT~~¥t
Prepare yourself for
the ultimate

Homecoming ...
Worship with us this weekend.

Ch~jf+w

Newman
Center

CATHOt..lC CAt,,f>I.JS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m., 11:15 a.m., 8 p.m.
Mass & Evcnl.9 251-3261
OIBc.::251-3260

~

®

It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.
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Troupe transl~ and expl~ international plays
by Robert .
STAFF WRITER

This quarter marked the birth of
a new organization dedicated to
translating stories from other
languages and cultures and
transforming them into plays.

The
imagery
of
the
group's name, Wild Geese, is
representative of the time and detail
that goes into each story and
perfonnance.

All of the scripts arc wrilten by
club members. So far, each of the
stories are from Japanese folkiore
and are inspired by the large
number of exchange students from
Japan working on the production.
Future
aspirations
include
scripts from a Vietnamese

playwright.
"Ideally we would like to

have
as
many
representing as many
as possible," said Todd
junior and President

Part of the reason for the new
organization is the exchange
students' desire to be a part of the
theatre experience.. Often times,
language barriers pose a problem
for these students and they choose
not to go through the audition
process.

students

countries
Weekley,
of Wild

Geese.
Advised by Brenda Wentworth,
assistant professor of theatre and
film studies, . the group is
experiencing
the
expected
preliminary
dilemmas ' of
successfully getting off the
ground. Many of their efforts have
gone into publicity and gathering
new members, though Weekley did
express a need for more female
actors for the short plays.

The group is not just for ·
exchange students. Wentworth said
all students are welcome to come
and share their ideas in the
collaborative effort.
"I try to make all of the meetings
and usllally lead them in some
improvisational games so that they
can get to know one another," said
WenthWorth.

"We have it so that afiybody
wh"o wants to be involved can be
involved. We want to offer any
student who wants to be in theatre
the opportunity without having to
go through an audition or wonying
about language," said Weekley.

.The central focus of the group is
to have the opportunity to perfonn
and write. However, members of
Wild. Geese are responsible for
every aspect of the final product.

"

... We woµld like

to have as many
people
representing as
many countries as
possible.
Todd Weekley
WILD GEESE PRESIDENT

This includes writing the scripts,
directing, finding props and
construction of sets.
The first perfonnance by Wild

Geese is tentatively scheduled for
the second week of Winter quarter.
The show is expected to run for
three nights and the perfonnance
will consist of six separate short
stories, each with an introduction.
1be production will end with a
musical perfonnance.
The group is hoping to have
access to the center stage located in
the Performing Arts Center but will
perfonn wherever they are able to
get the space. As with other
productions by the theatre
department there will be no charge
for the tickets.
Wild Geese meets every
Monday and Friday at 5 p.m. in the
arena stage area of the PAC. For
further information on the
organization or perfonnances check
the call board in the basement of the
PAC or the web site on the SCSU
Organizations Web Page.

lHE NEW QVARlER SCHEDVlES ARE HERE lHE NEW OVARlER SCHEDVlES ARE HERE lHE NEW OVARlER SCHEDVlES ARE HERE

Class schedules for WINTER QUARTER 1997
will be available in the main lobby of the
Administrative Services Building on Tuesday, October 22.
r?EGIS,RA,ION FOR WIN,ER OVAR,ER 1997
WILL BEGIN MONDAY, OC,OBER 28.

TiA~

~

Red Carpet Homecoming "96"

Large One Item Pizza
Half Loaf of Cheese Bread
and a Two Liter Bottle of Pop

Thursday, Oct. 24th-- Kickoff Party
Extended Happy Hour 4 - 9:30 p.m.
St Cloud's Don't Eat the Daisies

.,,,. $(0.95 .,.~

Friday, Oct. 25th

.2 53-2725
Houro:

r - -------------------7
: Large Two Item Pizza :

I
Mon-Wed: 4 PM- 1::30 AM :

Thumday: . 4PM -2:00AM I
Fri&Sat; 4PM-2:30A'M I
5u11i:iay:

furMly

I
: '

Valid!!!!h:ifcouponbpttSell.tedl

I (
1'

$7.91 pluswt

4PM-12:30AM I - - - · £Dl§Oll!!PlresDocniffl15.ltff ____

AFRICAN NIGHT
LIVe!>AND!

5l,,4111ji411
• 9p.m.tola.m.

• Friday, Nov. I
• The Quarry

Hosted by the African Student
Association
FRE:E: ADMi$$ioN!

Come and experience African & C'4rihhean vibrations!

I .

Special Homecoming Happy Hour 4- 8 :30 p.m .
Tim MaHoney and the Meenies
Receive free cover Saturday day with Friday's paid cover

Saturday, Oct. 26th
Free Breakfast 8 - 11 a.m. in the Keller
Join in the Red Carpet Homecoming Parade with the
Kracker Jack chum line 9 - 11 a .m .
Live music all day 10 a.m. - close
Special am appearance by'.lbn Malloney & the Meenies
Don't Eat the Daisies
Delilahs
Daisy Head Mazy
Headliner: OarFin Recording Artist Johnny Clueless
Saturday Matinee in the pub -- The island sounds of
the R. P. Steel Drum Band
Dead Boot Leg starting at 10 a.m. in the lounge
Live DJ. in the (RP. Boom Boom Room) Thurs.-Sat. nights
Drink specials and Homecoming mugs available all weekend.
For more information call 251-4047
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Applebee's has good abnosphere, bad service
Street, across from Crossroads
shoppi ng center. This is a far

enough drive to allow a healthy
hunger to build during the trip.
One of life's least pleasurable

feelings is the disappointment when
a dining experience fai ls to live up
to one's anticipation and appetite.

crowded, servers managed to
navigate
through
the
mob

efficiently.

quite impressive.

Service

Applebee's is one such dining

Cleanliness

li lililil
This is one area where the

A relatively new addition to St.
Cloud, Applebee's Neighborhood

restaurant

Bar and Grill is localed on Division

Though the place

cannot be faulted.
was quite

were

thoroughly cleaned and there
were plenty of napkins. The
condition of the restaurant was

experience.

by Lloyd Dalton
Fooo CRITIC

Tables

Ii]
An eating establishment lives or
dies by the quality of its service. It
was apparent early on that in this
respect, Applebee's has one foot in
the grave.
When we arrived, the hostess

explained that a table would be
ready in 25 minutes.
We
were escorted to a booth 45 minutes
later.
Our waitress didn't smile. Not
once. Twice, she passed by failing
to notice our empty glasses. She
appeared competent, though
extremely tired and overworked.
Neai the end of our meal, a
manager strolled up. "You guys
enjoying yourselves?" he asked,
smiling. "It seems like you've been
here forever."
Nothing makes me angrier than
a restaurant employee insinuating
I've Deen there too long, especially
after I've waited 45 minutes for a
table.
.
After we info1T11ed him of our
long wait, the manager offered to
buy us a drink, but the damage was
done.

touch. The dessert menu leaves
something to be desired, although.
the drink menu is also fai rly
extensive.

Price

The Walls of Applebee's are
decorated with historical knickknacks and posters that make for
good table chatter.
The atmosphere does not
complement the decor, thoug~.
The amount , of people in the
restaurant coupled with the sound
of the televisions surrounding
the bar make Applebee's
unsuitable for quiet conversation.

~
A meal for two at Applebee's
will cost between $17 and $25. A
burger and fries basket typically
costs $6, but chicken fingers., steak
and pasta are fairly expensive
compared to similar meals at
Perkins'
and
other
such
establishments.

Food Quality

lillillil
With some exceptions, the food
was satisfying. My favorite item
was the chicken fingers. They
weren't greasy, and tasted
magnificent. The riblet-style BBQ
sandwich was an experience I'd
rather not repeat. It consisted of
meat on a bun with barely a hint of
barbecue sauce-I can go to Garvey
anytime for that.

Atmosphere

li lilil,4

Overall

Variety

lililil,4
Shane A. Opatz/ASSISTANT PHCffO EDITOR

Recent SCSU graduate Kim Shields has worked at Applebee's since~ opened in 1995. Shields is
a BES major with a criminal justice minor.

'The assortment of dishes on the
menu is fairly wide. The pasta
dishes and choice of platter or
basket for many meals are a nice

ilil,4
Instead of a pleasant memory,
dining at Applebee's left me with a
bitter aftertaste in my mouth.
I've been at house parties with
better service.

Department of Theatre and Film Studies Ticket Policy.
·----------------------------------------------------·
Students are allowed one FREE ticket for every
show with a valid SCSU ID.
Present your SCSU ID at the box office to receive your ticket.
The box office is open nights of the shows and from
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. one week before the show opens.

Upcoming Shows Include:
UBU THE KING
NOVEMBER 4 · 9

THE BLINDFOLD

October 21 - 26

ECHOES
1 .Jiuuuu-y IH-IH

I

I
I
I
I
.1

•

WATCH ON THE RHINE
February 10
15

MEASURE FOR MEASURE
APRIL 28 - MAY 3

VANlflES
April j-5

STUDENT DIRECTED ONE-ACTS

Mav 8 - 10 and 12 - 14

·----------------------------------------------------·
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FlJtST play OF FaLL
QUaRTeR opens
Staff report
'The Blindfold" opened 8 p.m.,

Monday evening on the Performing
Arts Center center stage

"It's a love story, a mixed-up
love story," said freshman Dave

Novak.

The play is the story of Beatrice,
a woman whose husband has
abandoned her. She retreats
into a fantasy world of her own
design to deal with the harsh facts
of her life.

Gregor Gunelson, senior theatre major, and Aimee Gapsiewicz, freshman mass communication
major, perform a seene from ''The Blindfold" du~ing dress rehearsal.

p;f rw
J,~~r fl,~

N~w5!

Did you read your

C~onicle

Beatrice's family plays along
with her fantasies and a chain of
events unfolds.

YOUR BICYCLE SUPERSTORE.

" I think a lot of people
will enjoy the play. The humor is
kind of complex, but it is
funny throughout the whole play,"
said
Aimee
Gapsiewicz,
freshman. "It even has a happy
ending."

"The Blindfold" was wriuen by
Jose
Lopez
Rubio
and
translated from Spanish by Marion
Peter Holt

The play won the 1954 Spanish
National Prize.
The production will run through
October 26. Tickets are available at
the box office or by calling 255-

e
3229.

HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT • LOW PRICE GUARANTEE

Out-N-Abozd

Ill.I.I/ii~
. 251-9036

The area's most complete
selection of bikes, parts,
accessories, car racks and
clothing! Full repair center
with 48-hour turnaround!

-

Out-N·About

H:::J

2•

with the most sophisticated pedicure system

Q.Nails
Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-8 p.m
Closed Sunday

Copper Corte
212 Waite Ave. S.
202-85 7 4

T

COUPON

$3.00 off full set of naHs :
(Reg. $28.00)
:

Q.Nails

!!

Expires 11-22-96

• Insurance Accepted
-100% coverage auto accidents
- preferred one
- other insurance accepted

•
•
•
•

State of the art facili,ty
New water massage therapy
Student discount
Convenient location
-near Crossroads on
Division St. & HWY. 15

*call for appointment""
evening appointments available

3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN 56301

251-3450

Call for an
appointment
today) .

COUPON

$LOO off fills
(Reg. $18.00)

Q.Nails
~;xpircs 11-22-96

Need a little
Cash?
• Pawn, sell, buy, trade • '11
St. Cloujl's first pawn shop '
18 years of commitment
M-F 9 - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 - 3:00 p.m.

Granite City Pawn
424 East SL Gennain,

St. Cloud, Minn. 252-7736

PEACE CORPS
INTERNATIONAL.JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
Find out why Peace Corps was
ranked the#l employer of recent
collegegraduatesin1996!
Peace Corps Representatives
will be on campus

October 23-24
Information Tables
Atwood Center
9:00 a.m.-4:Q0 p.m. on the 23rd
Atwood Ctr. Ballroom/COBEC
Career Fair
10:00 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. on the 24th
Information Seminars
St. Croix Room
4:00 p.m. on the 23rd
12:00 p.m. on the 24th
St. Cloud Public Libraiy
6:30 p.m. on the 23rd

Q

FOR MORE INFO,CALL

1-800-424-8580
or visit our web site at

www.peacecorps.gov

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Assisted suicide
raises ethical
issues, concerns

SIGNE
PH/LADEI.PHIA DAILY NEWS

Philadelphia
USA

Once again Jack Kevorkian has used his "suicide machine"
and his self-given right to choose whether someone will live or
die.

This time it was to help out a man in Texas who was
suffering from multiple sclerosis. Granted, the man suffered
greatly and asked for Kevorkian's help, but who decides when
Kevorkian will help someone die?
Cases of tenninal illness where a person is unable to build up
the intestinal fortitude to kill themselves, might justify a
Kevorkian-assisted death. A person whose life consists of a
hospital bed with feeder tubes, pain killers and huge hospital
bills might view Kevorkian as the "miracle doctor."
However, when someone who is depressed views Kevorkian
as the "miracle doctor," what right does Kevorkian have to help
them die? This was exemplified in a suicide assisted death in
Michigan.
Even more perplexing are ~e results of the Michigan
Supreme.Court case in which suicide assisted death was
declared unconstitutional. Despite the_ decision, Kevorkian
continues to help people die. This does not speak well of the
ability to uphold court rulings.
Kevorkian's ability to continue assisting people to die brings
may lead to more doctors who assists people with death.
Perhaps a more justifiable action is a court decision to allow
hospitals to assist terminally ill patients commit suicide. This
would eliminate the decision of helping depressed people
commit suicide.

EDITORIAL

Grube's crackdown
may backfire
With homecoming right around the comer, President Bruce
Grube continues his·crackdown of the SCSU off-campus party
houses. The two latest party house busts caused a lot of
publicity. As recently as Saturday night, SCSU was covered on
several evening news broadcasts.
The news stories implied that President Grube is taking the
party houses very seriously and will attempt to eliminate them.
The crackdowns may help decrease SCSU's party school
image, but Grube's sweeping reforms must be applied w.ith
more caution and care.
Is Grube oblivious to the homecoming riots in 1988, fueled
by party house busts? Or is he so confident in his efforts that he
is ready to face the potential destruction of SCSU's image if
riots result from the 1996 crackdowns?
The image of SCSU will be destroyed for President.Grube as
well as the students. When potential employers interview
students from SCSU, they still remember the publicity received
from the riots of 1988.
·
Ironically, in attempting to improve the university's image,
Grube is, in fact, gambling with its future. If another riot occurs,
he will be undermining all that has been accomplished since
1988,
Can SCSU survive another another media frenzy focusing on
the drinking habits of a minority of its students?

STAFF OPINION
ERIC

J.

HEDLUND, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Classes are not the only
element in a student's life

[I

The final year of college an exciting time? A time to
look toward the world beyond
academia?
It's also a time to
feel more
overwhelmed than
one thought was
~
possible, walking
t ..,
around with the
vague feeling one is
drowning.
It is interesting
that professors of
upper-level classes assume
their students are taking no
other classes, and heap on the
work-accordingly.
It's understandable, since
the last two years of college
are really the crucial ones,
when we receive our most
important instruction in our
majors, when it's assumed we
already have a firm
background knowledge of the ,
subjects we're studying:
I'm hardly advocating
making the upper-level
curriculum "slack" classes.
That wou ld defeat the purpose
of pursuing our majors, and
we wouldn't learn what we
need to learn.
Some professors need to
gain perspective. Departments
encourage students to
participate in extra-curricular
activities, like student
organizations, internships and
volunteer activities. Many
majors are worth only the cost

of the paper on which the
professors need to realize the
diploma is printed'if they are
following about students,
not supplemented by practical especially those nearing the
end of their college careers:
experience.
Let's be perfectly
•Weare active outside of
class, partly because we know
honest. As students,
we should always
it's an absolute necessity, and
strive to excel in our partly because professors told
classwork, but
us we should.
• We work. Surprisingly,
employers will be
more interested in
financial aid doesn't always
the heft of our
cut it.
- • We want to do well, but
resumes and
occasionally we don't.
portfolios than our
"A" in botany (unless you J
• We eat poorly, and we
want to become a botanist).
don't get enough sleep. And
Professors should keep this not necessarily because we're
in mind when planning their
out feeding alcohol to minors.
classes. It's folly to assign
Perhaps better
workloads that ·would require
organizational skills would
a student to drop all outside
help. Some are able to cope
better with the pressures of
activities, ~pecially when
their own
higher
departments
education than
place such
others.
importance on
ls this
It is fofJy to
them.
whining?
Certainly, a
My adviser
assign
has always
little bit. I
workloads that would guess
stressed that
classes need to
would require a there are many
students who
come first.
student to drop can relate to
Classes are the
meat and
these
all outside
sentiments,
potatoes of
activities...
even though
college, and
they're largely
while many of
silent on the matter.
them seem frivolous and
impractical, we all have to
That silence is probably
jump through the hoops to get because they're too busy
working or studying. I know I
the prize at the end.
should be.
The bottom line -

• •
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Student clarifies
the ratings
I am writing in response to Christopher A. Baxter's letter to
the editor titled, "Student sets the record straight" which
appeared in the Oct. 11 edition. I want to respond and really set
the record straight.
Mr. Baxter said he was mistaken and that only two of the
four movies he reported were actually NC- t 7. Of the other two,
"High Heels" was rated Rand "Kika" was not rated. Just
because "Kika" is not rated, does not mean it is free of
pornographic images that would give it an NC-17 rating
because the rating process is voluntary.
Mr. Baxter said only 20 percent of October's films (and 10
percent offal! quarter films) are rated NC-17. Jfwe only looked
at the whole picture, we could appreciate the "quality of the
films committee programming." I inyite Mr. Baxter and the
films committee to look at the whole picture too. It has been
proven in studies done by the FBI, groups like Organizing
Against Pornography, and educational institutions such as the
University of Indiana, that images of women that appear in NC17 movies (also called soft-core pornography) are used by
rapists and child molesters either before or during their acts of
sexual violence. I am sure survivors of sexual violence are
elated to hear that only 20 percent of the films the committee
selected contain soft-core pornography.
The images of women as deceitful, childish, and evil sex- objects do just as the stickers placed on the "Kika" movie ppster
stated; "This Promotes Women Hating," and 'This Promotes
Violence Against Women." It depicted a woman as evil and
deceitful, wearing a tight, black dress in whiCh two holes had
been torn, exposing her breasts. Images such as these show
society that women are sex-objects, not be trusted, and should
be disciplined to coQtrol their childish and evil ways.
Mr. Baxter wanted to clarify he did not say the stickers were
placed there to protest ihe "way the poster represents women"
but rather that the vandalizers "disagreed with the imagery of
the poster." It is all related. Mr. Baxter should take some of his
own advice and not make such biased and uneducated
statements.
I do agree with Mr. Baxter in one respect. This is an
institution of higher learning and UPB 's goal to expose students
to films they can learn from. Mr. Baxter said himself the content
of these films is questionable. What important knowledge is
being passed on to students who view movies objectifying and
demeaning women? How safe does a survivor of sexual
violence feel knowing these images are tolerated here on
campus? Once again, I encourage Mr. Baxter to see the whole
picture.
An obvious solution to this might be to not participate in
viewing the films. We are all forced to financially participate
when we pay our activity fees. When Mr. Baxter _asks us to
acknowledge the other 90 percent of the movies and tells us we
should not have a problem with the movies selected. My
response is - the standards are not high enough and I have a
problem with it.
I am not so idealistic as to believe we can eliminate all
images of derogation and violence toward women. During my
time as SCSU, I want to learn in an environment free of images
such as those on.the "Kika" movie poster and not be forced to
make a quarterly contribution to the sex industry.
Tonya Faundeen
Senior
Biomedical sciences

Letter Policy
AU letter must include the following:
Name
Year in School (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of lfN/VERSm' Chronicle.
UNIVERSITY
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·Students need to take
responsibility for actions
In response to the Staff Opinion in the Oct.
18 is~ue, it was weak, pathetic and hand
holding. There were no solutions offered either.
"Stiffer punishment rarely solves any
·
problems," not that there should be no
punishment. Besides it is hard for me to
remember a punishment that I did not learn
from.
What is being done to eliminate the
attraction of these party houses or to offer
alternatives? Of course alcoholism is bad, I
know from being witness to its effects on my
own family. You know it must be extremely
bad for large numbers of people to gather.
Does something become less wrong if it is
done in smaller.numbers? High schoolers
should not be allowed at these parties. That is a
part of being socially responsible.
Imagine, a student is kicked out of school
for a drinking offense, and the the student is
never able to get into school anywhere.
Imagine if that student then starts to work a
dead end job and soon becomes a full-blown
alcoholic. Then imagine this person gets in his
car drunk and kills someone you love. Is that

any better than something bad happening at a
party? No. Could it be prevented by helping
this person before the problem escalates? Yes.
Helping someone and taking blame for
something are two different issues. There are
numerous social forces that can lead someone
to drink. Teaching someone to take
responsibility is a far cry from, "A pathetic
.ittempt to dodge responsibility." I do not not
know where Lloyd Dalton went to high school,
but where I went, I was taught to take
responsibility for my actions.
The object of the university should be to end
academic problems in a way that positively
affects the students lives. It may have been
alluded in the opinion article that I am an
unhappy party house proprietor. Lloyd can't be
further from the truth. As far as the comments I
made about Grube, I think much of what he
does is positive. He is coming at this issue
incorrectly. I want to drink, I like to party, and I
feel it's better to help than to damn someone.
Michael G. Bauer
Junior
Elective studies

Student supports the
university's involvement
In the Oct. 18 issue of the University
Chronicle, Robin DeBates wrote regarding my
position on the off-campus violation policy. I
would like to point out the fact that I have
supported the university being involved in
cases of rape and other felonious conduct.
In this case I believe the university has a
responsibility and must act.lbese accused
criminals pose an immediate and serious threat
to the campus environment. llis level of threat
is the difference between the person who
commits a criminal sexual offense, and a
person who gets busted off-campus for

underage drinking. I'm sorry but an individual
convicted of a misdemeanor is not a serious
threat to the campus community.
Ms. DeBates and others that are concerned
about this issue and want a true representation
of my feelings on the issue should read my
proposed resolution to student government or
my letter to the editor published in the St.
Cloud Times on Oct. 7.
William Huston
Senior
Physical Science

Ute big picture was missed
in the football apology letter
I would like to respond to the· Oct. 15 letter
from the freshman football players. While I
sincerely thank you for ~e apology letter, I
think it is unfortunate that the big picture is still
being missed.
Written in the letter was reference to their
actions being a reflection of how the public
views this university. While this is an
interesting afld important point, it is not the
point I am concerned with. The outside image
does not bother me as much as the fact that
some students on this campus, and society as .i
whole have still decided to tune out issues of
sexual assault. You should not just be
apologizing for your behavior towards the
people who think badly of the SCSU image.
You should be apologizing for not being

SCnsitive enough to understand the full depth of
sexual assault.
Thank you to CAASA and the Women's
Center for continually trying to educate those
unwilling to listen to the important message
that sexual assault can happen to anyone. I do
not intentionally peg the freshman football
team, but they are unfortunately products of a
society that still decides not to deal with sexual
assault. I hope for your sake, n0thing like this
ever happens to you or someone you care
about. If it does, you won't be abJe•to ignore it
anymore.
Nancy Underferth
Senior
Social work

-,,Oroow1s
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Housing

FEMALE WANTED.
Four-bdrm. apt. Winter quarter.

1-BDRM. APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located on
bus line. Parking included.

255-9262.
2-BDRM. APT.

$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parking included. On campus
dipper bus line. 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. D/IN, A/C, large ·
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.
$220/mo. per person. 255-9262.
$$$

Classifieds

1-4-BDRM. APTS.

and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
$199/MONTH.
Private rooms in two bath apts.
across from U-Pik Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged
bldg.
Sub-lease
situations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low deposit. 2590977.
$205/MONTH.
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases.
Walking distance to SCSU.

Heat paid. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer bui'lding across street from

campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
near campus available Nov. or Dec.
$225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
MALE SUBLEASER WANTED.
Room in four-bdrm. 'apt., across
from Halenbeck, for winter/spring
quarters. $185/month, plus utilities.

Parlong available. Call 202-0369.
M&MSUITES.
One room efficiency available for
female . Clean, quiet building.
Utilities, cable included. 259-9434.
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's .best off-campus
student
housing
complex.

Whirlpool,

heated parking (if

available), new carpet and orr sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or for winter

and spring quarter. Call (320) 240-

255-9262.

0234.

710APTS.
Three-bdrm. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,
micro., A/C. Dan, 255-9163.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at

A Group of 3 or 47
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $~05·
$220/month. Heat included.

255-9262
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and

downtown. Available now. Heat
paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.

Two-bdmt apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.

Heat paid, ciose to scsu. Call 251-

8284, 251 -9418.

.COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.
FEMALE NEEDED
for winter/spring quarters. Call Julie,

$360/month. Call
Finders, 259-4040.

Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, fot the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: _Five (5) wor~s per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices

are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenient
locations. Quality living, free
parking. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.

$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St
251-0525.
THREE-BDRM. APT.

for rent $450-$480. Heat. laundry.
utiltties included. 259-5671.

Apartment

ONE-BDRM. APT.
Completely remodeled. Close to
campus. Call 259-9319.

THREE MALES
in four-bdrm. apt. Heat, cable and
electric paid. New carpet, laundry
and parkiilg available. Campus
close. 251-6006.
TWD-BDRM APT.,
close to SCSU. Also single rooms in

PARKING AVAILABLE
three and four. Call 251-8284, 251·
one block from Halenbeck. $25 per 9418.
month. 253-1154.
----,,V,.,-ACc-A~N~C~Y---

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Female, $210 per month, wal~ng

for males and females in four

203-1708.

ciean. E.P.M. 251-6005.

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very nice! Male/female,

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for women.
$220 per month. Parking available.

distance of campus. Can Dana at

bedroom apts. Heat paid, parlong,
laundry, campus close, Quiet and

$210/month. Phone 267-3291,
Greg.

Call 202-9686 o_rQ68-7137, Tony.

ROOMS FOR RENT
starting Dec. t. $225/month.
Females preferred. Call Don at 255-

WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
s/d rooms. Dan, 255-9163.

5545 or 252-8592.
SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
Close to campus. *Large rooms.
*Off street parking. ' Heat included.

'255-9262.

WOMEN,
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have large private rooms with

cable T.V., laundry, parlong, and a
great location! Call for details ... Bob,

251-8211.

'

252-9839.

Be
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the big cheese on

canpus.

Become an
Advertising
Representative.
Call 255-3943

Attention
ADOPTION:
Loving, married, childless couple
hopes to welcome your infant to our
family.
-Financially
secure,
supportive family. We'll help you any
way we can! Call Rhoda and Dave

collect, (612) 922-5870.

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY
PIERCING
~~

.Si-.

'?~v,, ~~~'l.s-

't> c9

PROFESSIONAL

DON'T HAVE TIME
to get the flu? Get a flu shot! $8. Call
Student Health Services for
appointment now. 255-3193.
GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delihquent tax, repo's, reo's. Your
area. Toll free, (800) 898-9778 ext.
H-3883 for current listings.

PAYING TOO MUCH?
Most oral contraceptives are
between $5 and $6 per month at
Health Services Pharmacy. Call
255-4852 for specttic price on your

pill.
PUT YOUR DIPLOMA TO WORK!
Have your resume sent to the top
200 companies in the nation as
rated by fortune magazine!! Send
resume + $40 for processing to
National
Career
Services,
Department C, P.O. Box 1742, St

Cloud, MN 56302.

MASTER PIERCER - JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi north of St. Cloud on
West US 10 turn left at IBS'lrlg
l!9ht four blocks on left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call (320) 393-2654

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
everl!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)

AID 2 HELP.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships are
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (800) 263-6495 ext, F56815.

u

PREGNANCY

1fSTING.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Air/ 7 nights hoteVfree nightly social
hour/ party package/ discounts.
(800) 366'4786, (612) 893-9679.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!

From $399. (800) 395-4896.
THE ULTIMATE GIFT.
Name a star for someone. Just $33.
Celestial Registry, (800) 446-3985
X1004.
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ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly
working from home/dorm!
No experience nece~ry!
Set your own hours!
Serious individuals call
TOLL FREE (800) 5676232.
ATTENTION: HUMAN
SERVICE MAJORS.
We
-offer
valuable
experience using proactive
approaches to meet the
challenging needs of clients
with Autism/MR. We are
hiring staff to work in our
residential setting assisting
with teaching daily living
skills to adults/adolescents.
We Provide extensive
orientation/training, located
in Brooklyn Park (694 and
Brooklyn
Boulevard).
Starting pay $8.50-$8.75/hr.,
flexible schedule (great for
students),
regularly
scheduled
performance
reviews/raises. Call: Staff
Manager 9 am.-4 p.m., M-F,
560-2988. EOE.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. NI other weekdays, $6.
TYPING.

Efficient service, reasonable rates,
flexible hours. Call Alice·, 251-7001.
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name an actual star for someone.

.$33. Star Diredol)'. (800) 500-3128.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very

m

reasonable · packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hpur
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$300/WEEK POSSIBLE.
Goal
oriented?
Motivated?
Opportunity · is here! Serious
inquiries. Call for information. (320)
267-5634.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext T-3883 for
listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 898-9778 ext. R3883 for listings.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
inlo. call (301) 306-1207.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students Needed! Fishing lndusll)'.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month.
Room
and
board!
Transportation! Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56814.
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BOWLING CENTER
part time help wanted. Vilo
Lanes & Lounge, 310
Sundial Drive, Waite Park,
MN 563:87. Counter help and snack
bar person. Fun, energetic, sports
oriented person. Come fill out
an application. No phone calls
please.
CRUISE.SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2000+/month on cruise
ships or land tour companies. World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more
information, call (206) 971-3550 ext.
C56816.
•
DRIVER ASSISTANTS
needed for special . needs school
buses. Hrs.: 6:45-8:45 a.m. and
2:00-4:15 p.m. Wage: $6.50Alr. Call
Spanier Bus, 251-3313 for more
info.
FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAKt
HELP WANTED.
Men/womeri earn $480 weekly
assembling circutt boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
IF YOU LIKE TO CLEAN,
are dependable and have own
transportation, join the Class Act
Team. Flex. hours, competitive
wages, and other perks. Must have•
good communication skills. Call
654--0636.

MAKE$$$
in merchandising and wholesaling.
100% + profit on 3500 products. No
inventory requirements. Free four
volume business plan. D&L
Products, 203-8061.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at
national parks, forests & wildlife
preseives. Excellent b~nefits +
bonuses! Call: (206) 971-3620 ext
N56814.

la~! Then you will know the tnJth share
experiences:
each
NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL
and the truth wUI set you free!
Wednesday, 11 :00 in Stewart Hall
LEISURE TOURS
103. Contact Shelly, 255-3171.
and get free infonnatioo for SPRING
JESUS AND SATAN
BREAK packages to South Padre,
OPENING THE DOOR TO YOUR
Gancun, Jamaica and Florida. Reps . are pretend. SUperstitious people
FUTURE!
needed ...Travel free and earn have llOt yet figured out that when
they
hear
a
voice
coming
from
AMA,
American
Marketing
commissions. (800).836-8203.
outside their head, that is someone Association, meetings Wednesday,
else talking to them; and when they SH 308, 12:00 and 5:00.
PART-TIME POSmON
available
for
a
dynamic, hear a voice corning from inside
SCHOLARSHIP!!!
dependable, goal-oriented person their head, that is them talking· to
on our check collections team. II you· themselves. Superstitious people Now acx:epting appli~tions for three
$100
Douglas
Jirik Memorial
can
waste
away
their
whole
life
have these qualities, apply ln person
at: Mid-Minnesota Collection thinking that a voice they heard Scholarships. Pre-business or
Seivices, 2700 First St. N, Suite inside their head is a god'God or business majors. Applications
#204, St. Cloud, MN. Expenence deviVSatan (i.e. pretend beings). available in Business Building main
"Revelationsn (supersrnious people offices. Deadline October 31, 1996.
preferred, but llOt required.
talking to themselves) make
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN
mutually exclusive claims wtthin a
PART-TIME YARD PERSON.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Includes helping customers, light given religion and make mutually
seivicing 01 equipment, deliveries exclusive claims between different weekly meetings on Tuesdays at
and
telephone
answering. religions. Thus, revelations cannot 11 :30 in the Mississippi room or 4:00
Mechanical aptitude and computer constitute evidence for the·truth of in the Watab room. AU majors
experience
helpful.
Pay an allegatioo. Skeptically questioo welcome!
commensurate with experience. everything. Atheism is true. ·
STUDY ABROAD
General Rental Center, 251-6320.
in Germany! Informational meeting
"PROFESSING TO BE WISE,
Oct. 22, 4 p.m., Mississippi Room,
they became fools." Romans 1·:22.
POWDER RIDGE SKI AREA,
Atwocx:I Center. Reminder, deadline
Kimball,
is now accepting
TO ALTERNA•TEEN:
for spring/summer program 1997 is
applications for lift operators, rental
shop workers, ski instructors and Meet me at the Tina & B-Side Show Nov.15!.
kitchen employees for weekdays, on November 4th. I'm the ooe with
nights or weekends. Pick up the pierced bel~ button. Let's bel~- . UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
application Monday thru Friday, 11} buck to Tina. P.S. Wear your love has started. Rehearsals are
beads n' doc-boots. XOXO--Buzz.
Wednesday and Thursday from
5, or call (320) 398-7700.
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
SKATING INSTRUCTORS
wanted: Little Falls Figure Skating
Notices
Club needs instructors to teach
basic level 1-6 and freestyle.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Contact Tammy at (320) 632-9040 new meeting time. Starting Sept. 11,
WHEflt/YOU
after6 p.m.
AA will meet at 3:00 on Thursdays.
For further info. call Cheryl at 656flt/EEO TO
SCSU STUDENT WORK.
1775 or JoAnne at 255-4850.
$11 to start. Fle~ble schedule. No
RELAX, HA 1/E
experience necessary. Resume
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
experience.
Internships/ meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 227
A CUP OF
scholarships. Call 656-7750.
every Thursday. All welcome. Gall
Tom, 240-0680.
COFFEE AND

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
apportunily! AushSAS.E.:

V KC, SUITE 174
1861 N.FEDERAL 81l'Y
BOLLTWOOD,FL 33020

WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME.
Call (320) 240-1140 evenings and
weekends. Ask for Marilyn
Anderson.
WINTER JOBS!
Skating rink attendants and skating
lesson instructors wanted for the
upcoming winter season. II
interested, call 255-7262 and leave

a message.

For Sale
LEATHER JACKET FOR SALE.
Still in very good condition. $230 or
8.0. Call 240-1996.
MINI REFRIGERATOR!
Perfect for dorms. Regular $120$140. As~ng $75. (320) 656-0233.

ARE YOU DOING
·the same thing day after
day?
Do
something
different! Call Delta Phi
Epsilon
International
Soronty today. Call 6546311.

READ THE
CHROflt/lCLE.

ATTENTION WOMEN!
Want to have fun, meet
new people and give back
to your community? Call
Jess at Phi Epsilon Alpha
Social Sorority. 252-9839.
FAFSA 1040EZ FCC SEC.
What does it all mean?
Want to cut through the "red
taper
. Government
communicators. Not a
contradiction in terms!
HUGE RUMMAGE SALE
Sat. Oct. 26, 9-4, Newman Center.,
396 1st Ave. S. Furniture, clothing,
books, household toys. Something
for everyone. Low, low prices. $1 ,
bag at 2 p.m.
JOIN US OCTOBER 28TH,
8:00 p.m. Atwocx:1 listening lounge.
All majors welcome.
MONDAY NIGHT LIVE!
Tina and the 8-Side Movement at
SCSU! In the Kimberly Ritsche
Auditorium, November 4th. $7.
T~kets sold at KVSC, Fetus, Bo
D~dleys.

Personals

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
focus group. How can life be made
better for non-trads. on the SCSU
campus? Wednesday, October 16,
11:00, Stewart 103. Contact Shel~,
255-3171.

CHRIST AND SATAN
are real! Pray for Dr. Anderson and
others who are struggling in their

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
support group. Are you married, a
parent or over 23? Meet others,

+
Cl\rofiicle
IT Will TAKE
YOU AWAY
FROM THE
E1/ERYDAY.
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T11e · Key
To a·
Healthy
.lifestyle
r------------------,

Experience Fitness
• Free weights
• Nautilus
• Cardiovascular
• Nutritional Analysis

Experience Satisfaction
• Friendly Staff
• Affordable Prices
• Flexible Hours

Experience ·a Healthy Lifestyle
• Relie~e Stress
· • Discover Confidence
• Relaxation Techniques

, Fall Special :
:7 month membership ·:
: for only $70 !
:
I

I

I (includes personalized training, use of the
I
ILwhirlpool
and
locker-room)
I
__________________ J

r------------------,

:

Tanning Special

I • 5 For $17.00 receive 2 FREE
I • 1 Month unlimited only $29.00
I • Buy 1 tanning accelerator get 1 FREE!

I
I
I

L------------------J

Shop
252-4949
fon/y /'or msultsj

Don't wait until Monday this time!

:

Mon-Fri 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun
noon-6 p.m.

